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Letter from the Editors

W

e at Lyon & Turnbull and Freeman’s are thrilled to announce our upcoming program of
auctions for the coming year, and for some reason, a quote from Aristotle comes to mind:
“All human actions have one or more of these seven causes: chance, nature, compulsions,
habit, reason, passion, desire.” The modern, antique and collectable treasures from artists,

craftsmen, and craftswomen from around the world that we offer will be a chance for you to indulge in
many of these actions.
In March, Lyon & Turnbull’s Contemporary & Post-War Art auction will feature paintings by New Glasgow
Boys, Ken Currie and Stephen Conroy. This will be followed closely by our exhibition in Glasgow of works
by the same group of artists, to be held throughout the month of April. Our twentieth century “superstars”
don’t stop there: Freeman’s will continue the trend in May with the collection of Stanley Bard, former
manager of New York’s fabled Chelsea Hotel, going under the hammer in Philadelphia.
In addition to these noteworthy names, we will also auction jewelry and watches throughout the spring
beginning with Freeman’s first auction dedicated to watches on April 7 and Lyon & Turnbull’s first London
jewelry sale on May 4. Then a stunning yellow diamond, weighing more than thirteen carats, will be
offered along an array of dazzling blue diamonds at Freeman’s on May 17.
Over the coming season, both houses will present collections with religious connections. Freeman’s begins
the trend by offering Native American arts from the Collection of the Sisters of the Blessed Sacrament on
April 26 at their American Furniture, Folk & Decorative Arts auction. Katherine Drexel, an heiress from
one of Philadelphia’s most prominent families, established this religious order in 1891 and was canonized a
saint in 2000.
On May 17, Lyon & Turnbull will auction a Bassandyne Bible, Scotland’s first printed Bible, at our Rare
Books, Manuscripts, Maps & Photographs auction in Edinburgh. Freeman’s will follow with a late sixteenth
century retable—a domestic devotional altar screen— to be included in our British & European Furniture &
Decorative Arts auction on May 25.
In this issue of International View, our article on Fakes & Forgeries provides a behind-the-scenes peek at the
process our specialists go through in order to authenticate silver and other consignments. With such an
array of superb items coming to auction in the months ahead, it is certainly clear that they are at the top of
their game, scouring the world to acquire fine objects for any taste. We hope you will enjoy reading what
follows and be tempted to join us this season either in our salesroom or at a special event and prove that
Aristotle not only had a good understanding of human nature, but also would have understood completely
today’s auction-goer as well!

Tara Theune Davis

Alex Dove

PLEASE NOTE:
The currency exchange rate
at the time of going to press
was USD$1.25=GBP£1.

Editors in Chief Tara Theune Davis, Alex Dove Managing Editor Blair Cowan Assistant Editors Micah Dornfeld, Frances
Nicosia Contributors Evan Beard, Ian Burrell, Anna Carlisle, Susanna Crampton, Trevor Kyle, Carmen Melian, Carly Shearer,
Ramsay Slugg Design Mary Anne Casey | olivetreedesign.com

The ‘sold for’ prices shown
for both Freeman’s and
Lyon & Turnbull include the
buyers’ premium.
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Autumn 2016 Highlights

A FINE CHARLES II TAZZA
Sold for £6,000 ($7,500)
Lyon & Turnbull
Jewellery & Silver
July 20, 2016

STUDIO OF ANTONIO DAVID
(italian 1698-1750)
PRINCE CHARLES EDWARD STUART
AND CARDINAL DUKE OF YORK
Sold for £25,000 ($31,250)
Lyon & Turnbull
Scottish Silver & Applied Arts
August 17, 2016

July/August
September
AN IMPORTANT CHINESE HARDSTONEEMBELLISHED HUANGHUALI SEAL CHEST,
QUANPIXIANG (QING DYNASTY)
Sold for $106,250 (£85,000)
Freeman’s
Asian Arts
September 10, 2016

CHEN QIKUAN (1921-2007)
FUJI MOUNTAIN
Sold for $65,000 (£52,000)
Freeman’s
Asian Arts
September 10, 2016

04

JOHN BELLANY C.B.E., R.A., H.R.S.A.
(scottish 1942-2013)
HELEN WITH ACCORDION
Sold for £17,500 ($21,875)
Lyon & Turnbull
Contemporary & Post-War Art
August 18, 2016

DAVID ROBERTS
THE HOLY LAND, SYRIA, IDUMEA, ARABIA,
FROM DRAWINGS MADE ON THE SPOT.
LONDON 1842-1849.
Sold for £16,250 ($20,313)
Lyon & Turnbull
Rare Books, Manuscripts, Maps & Photography
August 31, 2016

THE FEDERALIST: A COLLECTION OF ESSAYS, WRITTEN IN
FAVOUR OF THE NEW CONSTITUTION [BY HAMILTON,
MADISON, AND JAY] NEW YORK: J. AND J. MCLEAN, 1788.
2 VOLUMES. FIRST EDITION IN BOOK FORM
Sold for $93,750 (£75,000)
Freeman’s
Books, Maps & Manuscripts
September 30, 2016

ITALIAN RENAISSANCE
TERRACOTTA RELIEF OF THE
VIRGIN AND CHILD
Sold for £25,000 ($31,250)
Lyon & Turnbull
Fine Furniture & Works of Art and
Scottish Country House & Attic
September 28-29, 2016
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Autumn 2016 Highlights

A CENTRAL EUROPEAN WATER
POT AND SUGAR BOWL
Sold for £8,750 ($10,938)
Lyon & Turnbull
Jewellery, Silver & Watches
October 12, 2016

GIOVANNI BATTISTA TORRIGLIA
(italian 1858-1937)
AT THE SPINNING WHEEL
Sold for £45,000 ($56,250)
Lyon & Turnbull
The Contents of Farley Hall
October 13, 2016

October
October/November
SIR BASIL SPENCE
(scottish 1907-1976)
ALLEGRO DINING SUITE FOR H. MORRIS & CO.,
GLASGOW
Sold for £27,500 ($34,375)
Lyon & Turnbull
Decorative Arts: Design Since 1860
October 26, 2016

A LARGE AND VERY FINE RUSSIAN SILVER
NIELLO AND PARCEL-GILT TANKARD
MOSCOW, FIRST QUARTER 18TH CENTURY
Sold for $20,000 (£16,000)
Freeman’s
Silver, Objets de Vertu & Russian Works of Art
October 18, 2016

06

GEORGE NAKASHIMA
(american, 1905-1990)
SPECIAL CONOID DINING TABLE,
NEW HOPE, PENNSYLVANIA, 1984
Sold for $84,500 (£67,600)
Freeman’s
Design
October 16, 2016

TIFFANY STUDIOS
RARE AND IMPORTANT “IRIS” LANTERN,
NEW YORK, CIRCA 1905
Sold for $370,000 (£296,000)
Freeman’s
Design
October 16, 2016

A DIAMOND AND PLATINUM RING WITH GUARD
CENTERING A ROUND BRILLIANT-CUT DIAMOND
Sold for $106,250 (£85,000)
Freeman’s
Jewelry & Watches
November 07, 2016

A RARE FOURTEEN KARAT GOLD “PAUL NEWMAN”
CHRONOGRAPH BRACELET WATCH, ROLEX
COSMOGRAPH DAYTONA CIRCA 1969
Sold for $231,250 (£185,000)
Freeman’s
Jewelry & Watches
November 07, 2016
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Autumn 2016 Highlights

YU WENXIANG
(chinese 1910-1993)
FINE FAMILLE ROSE GRISAILLEDECORATED ‘WINTER
LANDSCAPE’ PLAQUE
Sold for £45,000 ($56,250)
Lyon & Turnbull
Fine Asian Works of Art
November 08, 2016

November
December
EDWARD WILLIS REDFIELD
(american 1869-1965)
ROAD TO THE RIVER
Sold for $200,000 (£160,000)
Freeman’s
American Art & Pennsylvania Impressionists
December 04, 2016

HARRY BERTOIA
(american, 1915-1978)
SEA ANEMONE (BUSH)
Sold for $137,500 (£110,000)
Freeman’s
Modern & Contemporary Art
December 06, 2016

08

CHARLES FREDERICK GOLDIE O.B.E.
(new zealand 1870-1947)
KA PAI TE KAI PAIPA, PORTRAIT OF TE HEI, A MAORI CHIEFTAINESS
Sold for £203,000 ($253,750)
Lyon & Turnbull
British & European Paintings
November 24, 2016

THOMAS SULLY
(american 1783-1872)
PAIR OF PORTRAITS: JANE DUVAL LEIPER
(1796-1866) AND JOHN KINTZING KANE
(1795-1858), PHILADELPHIA, PA 1832 AND 1836
Sold For $87,500 (£70,000)
Freeman’s
American Furniture, Folk, and Decorative Arts
November 16, 2016

AN IMPRESSIVE SINGLE STONE
DIAMOND RING
Sold for £93,750 ($117,188)
Lyon & Turnbull
Select Jewellery & Watches
December 06, 2016

JOHN DUNCAN FERGUSSON R.B.A.
(scottish 1874-1961)
WOMAN ON A BENCH
Sold for £90,000 ($112,500)
Lyon & Turnbull
Scottish Paintings & Sculpture
December 08, 2016
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Winter 2017 Highlights
EDWARD SEAGO
(british, 1910-1974)
THE JOHN BISCOE IN PACK ICE
Sold for $106,250 (£85,000)
Freeman’s
The Brewster Collection
December 15, 2016

RAOUL DUFY
(french 1877-1953)
AU BORD DU QUEEN MARY
Sold for $40,625 (£32,500)
Freeman’s
The Forbes Collections
December 14, 2016

December
January

EADWEARD MUYBRIDGE
ANIMAL LOCOMOTION.
PHILADELPHIA, 1887;
95 COLLOTYPES
Sold for £75,000 ($93,750)
Lyon & Turnbull
Rare Books, Manuscripts, Maps & Photography
January 11, 2017

HENRI JEAN GUILLAUME MARTIN
(french 1860-1943)
“LA MOISSON”
Sold for: $68,750 (£55,000)
Freeman’s
European Art & Old Masters
January 23, 2017
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From Homer
to Hopper
EXPERIMENT AND INGENUITY
IN AMERICAN ART

FEBRUARY 25 – MAY 21
This exhibition has been organized by
The Phillips Collection, Washington, DC
arthur g. dove (1880-1946)

| Red Sun,

1935

|

The Phillips Collection

|

© Estate of Arthur G. Dove

Chadds Ford, PA
brandywine.org

Phoenix Rising | The Mackintosh Appeal
June 2, 2016
The Glasgow School of Art Development Trust hosted events last summer to raise awareness and funds to aid the school’s beloved Mackintosh
Building’s recovery from a devastating 2014 fire. These events culminated with a gala dinner at Cipriani Broadway and a successful auction hosted by
Alasdair Nichol, Freeman’s Vice Chairman. Lots ranged from iconic photographs by Harry Benson, who was present at the auction, to a set of unique
spoons crafted by GSA’s Head of Silversmithing and Jewelry, Helen Marriott.

Gala guest and Architectural Critic, Paul Goldberger commented,
“I am delighted that we in the United States are able to join in
the effort.”

The room was packed as Donald Taffner, Jr. enthusiastically bids
to help support the cause.

Festively dressed, Freeman’s Alasdair Nichol auctions off
“Glasgow School of Art Needs You,” a collage by Julian Schnabel
especially created for the event.

The Artist’s Model | Helen Bellany & Her Portrait
August 18, 2016
The top lot of Lyon & Turnbull’s Contemporary & Post-War Art auction was this striking portrait by John Bellany of his wife with an accordion, featuring
the bold colours and confident handling that are such a trademark of Bellany’s work. The sitter, Helen Bellany, attended the auction, to experience an
exciting reunion with a painting she hadn’t seen in decades.

Helen Bellany reunited with the picture she posed for many
years ago.

Helen with Accordion (detail), c.1971 | John Bellany C.B.E., R.A.,
H.R.S.A. (Scottish 1942-2013)

Head of Contemporary Art, Charlotte Riordan, leads the auction
on 18 August.

A Weekend in Jersey | Lyon & Turnbull Travels South
September 9-11, 2016
Lyon & Turnbull teamed up with CCA Galleries and Jersey College for Girls to put on a series of events throughout Jersey. Members of the
Contemporary Art, Jewellery & Silver and Asian Art departments carried out valuations as well as co-hosting the CCA private view and a morning talk on
the contemporary art market, finally joining Jersey College for Girls on a very sunny afternoon to host a valuation day in aid of Jersey Hospice.

Head of Jewellery & Silver Trevor Kyle talks trends in the
jewellery market at CCA Galleries, Jersey.
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Lyon & Turnbull specialists get ready for an evening of
contemporary art and jewellery.

Trevor Kyle provides a valuation at Jersey College for Girls’
Charity Valuation Day.

Supporting the Community | Main Line Antiques Show
September 30 - October 2, 2016
Benefitting the Surrey Services for Seniors, last fall Freeman’s was pleased to sponsor the Main Line Antiques Show at Cabrini University’s Dixon Center.
From dazzling jewelry to fine and decorative arts, as well as furniture and folk art, the show had something for new and seasoned collectors alike.
Following a festive opening reception, Freeman’s 20th Century Design Specialist, Tim Andreadis, spoke to an engaged crowd about the recent auction
trends in collecting both “blue chip” artists, as well as works by less established, but noteworthy designers.

Honorary chairs Maureen Brennan-Miller and Anne Hamilton
paused for a photo with Freeman’s Thomas B. McCabe IV and
Charles Keates.

Show manager Diana Bittel, Janice Peck and Freeman’s Lauren
Peck pose among the bustling crowd.

Theresa Stasny, Debra Phipps Nicholls, Melanie Huckin, Tom
Pepe and Lora and Rick Davis enjoying the Opening Night Party.

Among Giants | The Barnes Foundation Symposium

Photos by Keristin Gaber© The Barnes Foundation

October 13-15, 2016
Freeman’s was delighted to sponsor the Barnes Foundation’s first major Henri Matisse symposium with over twenty lectures by esteemed international
scholars and Ph.D. candidates. Matisse’s imposing and joyful mural, The Dance—commissioned in 1933 by Dr. Albert C. Barnes, an early Matisse collector
and major patron—became a spectacular backdrop for this event. The guest speakers, which included historians Claudine Grammont and Helene Ivanoff,
assessed the current state of knowledge and research, as well as collections and exhibitions related to Matisse, an enduring giant of twentieth-century art.

Attendees lean in to get a closer look at Matisse’s “Bonheur de
Vivre.”

A century later, Matisse’s work remains relevant today.

With its rich history, there was no better place than the Barnes
to host the Matisse Symposium.

Survival and Style | Les Parisiennes by Anna Sebba
October 2016
Les Parisiennes, essential reading for anyone interested in the cultural repercussions of World War II, explores the lives of women in Paris under the
Nazi Occupation. Freeman’s partnered with The Royal Oak Foundation, The French-American Chamber of Commerce, and the Alliance Française de
Philadelphie to host bestselling author, Anne Sebba. Sebba highlighted how fashion became a tool of resistance and a matter of personal and national
pride. Freeman’s also supported Royal Oak lectures on this topic in Boston and Beverly Hills.

The event in California was held at the historic Beverly Hills
Women’s Club.

Following the lecture, Anne Sebba signed books and spoke with
the guests.

The cover of Les Parisiennes invites viewers to imagine strolling
though the arrondissements of Nazi-occupied Paris.
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Elements 2 | Young Professionals’ Cocktail Evening
November 3, 2016
Lyon & Turnbull and The Incorporation of Goldsmiths hosted the second annual Elements festival of silver and gold. In addition to makers’
demonstrations and an exhibition on British silversmithing, there was also an evening event for young professionals, complete with whisky cocktails
sponsored by Glenmorangie, a photo competition, and sparkling jewellery and silver by independent makers from across the UK.

Guests browse the makers’ booths and enjoy whisky cocktails.

Trying on the jewellery was the best part of the night!

Guests enjoyed the chance to chat with the makers about their
jewellery and accessories.

Forecasting the Future: The Next Generation | An Open Conversation
November 7, 2016
Teaming up with the Antiques Trade Gazette, Lyon & Turnbull was pleased to host a debate at Asia House during Asian Art in London 2016. Including
specialists in Asian Art from a variety of disciplines, guests were treated to an active discussion on trends in the art market, all surrounded by highlights
from Lyon & Turnbull’s Fine Asian Works of Art auction which took place on November 8.

Guests browse the Asian Art auction in advance of the debate
at Asia House, London.

Panellists Paul Ruitenbeek, Li Chun Hu and Mark Slaats debate
the future of Asian Art.

Debate panellist and specialist Li Chun Hu discusses the Asian
Art market.

Small Pictures for Big Projects | The Sick Kids Friends Foundation
November 10, 2016
In conjunction with the Sick Kids Friends Foundation, Lyon & Turnbull hosted a sale of artworks by some of the UK’s most important artists. Works of
art were displayed anonymously and patrons discovered the name of the artist after purchasing for a fun element of surprise. The evening event also
included a silent auction and door prizes, with proceeds supporting Edinburgh’s Royal Hospital for Sick Children and other healthcare groups.

The crowd was full of excitement when the works of art were
unveiled for the first time!
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Lyon & Turnbull’s own Gavin Strang announced the silent
auction prizes before the sale began.

Guests perused the works and made guesses as to who were
the artists behind each work.

Fabulous Fungi at Philadelphia’s First White Truffle Auction
November 13, 2016
November is the height of truffle season, making it a perfect time to taste these delicacies. The Union League Club of Philadelphia hosted the XVII World
Alba White Truffle Charity Auction with proceeds from the event going to the National Italian American Foundation. The winner of the $130,000 two
and a half pound final lot was Dong Zhenxiang, chairman of the Beijing Da Dong duck restaurants. Afterwards, truffles were a popular addition to local
tasting menus, including a $20 cheese steak at the Philadelphia’s famous Pat’s Steaks.

Samuel T. Freeman III, the
auctioneer for Philadelphia’s
First White Truffle Auction.

The truffle experts and enthusiasts pose with the prized lot outside
the Union League.

Frank Giordano, co-chairman of the World Alba White Truffle
Auction and president of The Philly POPS, places a bid.

Chefs only needed a sprinkling
of the white truffle to make any
dish extraordinary.

Previewing Fresh to Market Works Spanning 200 Years
November 30, 2016
It was a colorful evening at Freeman’s American Art & Pennsylvania Impressionists and Modern & Contemporary auction preview party. The event began
with an absorbing talk by Jennifer Mass, Ph.D. about the deteriorating pigments in Edvard Munch’s iconic painting, The Scream, and the importance of art
conservation by collectors and connoisseurs. Clients enjoyed a first look at the offers which included vibrant paintings by Edward Willis Redfield, Raoul
Dufy, N. C. Wyeth, and dynamic sculptures by Frederic Remington, Harry Bertoia, and Baltasar Lobo.

Freeman’s Modern & Contemporary team, Anne Henry,
Dunham Townend and Shannon Jeffers, pose with lecturer
Jennifer Mass, Ph.D.

Vice Chairman Alasdair Nichol discusses the Frederic Remington
sculpture “The Broncho Buster” (Sold for $106,250).

Fern Isabel Coppedge’s “Evening Glow” (Sold for $59,375) sparks a
conversation between guests.

Jewellery & Watches Auction | A Sparkling Glasgow Evening
December 6, 2016
Lyon & Turnbull was excited to announce that our December Select Jewellery & Watches auction was to take place for the first time in Glasgow. Held
in the historic Mackintosh-designed Lighthouse, the evening auction was well-attended with lively bidding and standing room only. The Salvation Army
band put attendees in the festive spirit, along with plenty of mince pies and fizz; all in all, a very good evening to commence the holiday season.

Auctioneers Campbell Armour (left) and Trevor Kyle get ready
for the sale.

Visitors browse the jewellery collection in advance of the
auction.

The saleroom was busy on the evening of the auction as
Campbell Armour opened the sale.
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THE 116 TH ANNUAL STUDENT
EXHIBITION Preview Party

Thursday, May 11, 2017, 4 - 8:30 p.m.

Guests of the Preview Party have the first opportunity to view and purchase over 1,000 paintings,
sculptures, works on paper, and installations created by PAFA students on the verge of their
professional careers. Tickets start at $150.
Hosted by the Women’s Board of the Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts.

For more information and to purchase tickets: pafa.org/asepreview.
128 N. Broad Street, Philadelphia

@PAFAcademy
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The Boys

are back
in town

I

n 1980s and 90s Britain, abstraction and conceptual art dominated the art world, virtually
without exception. By the mid-80s, in the world-famous Glasgow School of Art, a movement in
reaction began to stir. The key figures—Peter Howson, Ken Currie, Adrian Wiszniewski, Steven
Campbell, and later Stephen Conroy and Alison Watt—deliberately and decisively turned their focus
towards the rejuvenation of a figurative-based practise. Critics, collectors and dealers soon sat up and
took notice, and the artists swiftly became popular on an international stage, collectively becoming
known as The New Glasgow Boys. Their ongoing influence on Scottish art and effect on the city of
Glasgow itself cannot be overstated.

Glasgow had yet to be awarded the
Capital of Culture (which was received
in 1990) and the depressed postindustrial cityscape initially provided a
basis of inspiration. Though the figure is
treated very differently by each artist, all
feature a sense of the uncanny or surreal
to varying degrees, and arguably explore
a sense of darkness which taps in to
a long-term undercurrent in Scottish

cultural history, detectable from Jekyll &
Hyde through Trainspotting and beyond.
Ken Currie perhaps delves deeper into
this fractured side of the Scottish psyche
than any of his peers. Between 1996
and 2000 this was brought into focus
with a series of luminous and haunting
paintings that surveyed the human body
as a series of fragmented body parts.
Frostbite, 1999, a defining example of his
body of work from this period, depicts
a pair of feet that appear submerged in
water. The paleness of the skin casts an
ethereal, luminous glow which contrasts
with the deep, mysterious tones that
surround the feet. The colour palette
can be seen as an exploration of the
ambiguous boundary between life and
death, a recurring motif of Currie’s, and
is an investigation into the condition
of the human body. By stripping away
references to location, the central motif
is suspended in darkness giving an
overall illusion of space; representing
a metaphorical void beyond material
existence.
Similarly, Stephen Conroy also chose to
explore the dramatic impact of isolation
and incongruity within his own work.
His carefully drawn, painterly figures are
often placed against a jolt of flat pure
colour in a context-less background. As
well as tipping a subtle nod to Francis
Bacon, the starkness of the contrast
creates a sense of airlessness and an
intensity. A further esoteric layer is
added by the oblique nature of his titles,
typified here in The Wheel, 2002.
In addition to these works, the upcoming
auction will also feature excellent
pastels by New Glasgow Boy Peter
Howson, whose work features in major
collections including that of the late
great David Bowie.

Left:
KEN CURRIE (scottish b.1960) | FROSTBITE (Detail)
£3,000-5,000 ($3,750-6,250)
Above:
STEPHEN CONROY (scottish b.1964) | THE WHEEL
£7,000-10,000 ($8,750-12,500)

CONTEMPORARY & POST-WAR ART March 15, 2017 Edinburgh
Charlotte Riordan | +44(0)131 557 8844
charlotte.riordan@lyonandturnbull.com

Dunham Townend | +1 267.414.1221
dtownend@freemansauction.com
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Wharton

ESHERICK

Philadelphia’s
Prodigal Son &
the American
Studio Furniture
Movement
20

W

Three-legged Stool, 1964
$3,000-5,000 (£2,400-4,000)

harton Harris Esherick
(American, 1887-1970)
is a towering figure in the
field of modern design and
the American studio furniture movement.
He is a legend among woodworkers and
craft aficionados, dubbed “the Dean of
American Craftsmen.” However, almost
47 years after his death, he remains an
enigmatic figure and lesser known to a
wider audience than some of the American
woodworkers who emerged a generation
later, such as Wendell Castle or Sam
Maloof. Born to a privileged Philadelphia
family, Esherick set out to be an artist from
a young age, beginning his studies at the
Philadelphia Museum School of Industrial
Arts (now the University of the Arts)
and later at the Pennsylvania Academy
of the Fine Arts (PAFA). He eventually
abandoned his studies there in order to
pursue his own artistic voice.
Esherick initially found employment
as an illustrator, but wanted to be an
artist. In 1913 he and his new bride, Letty
Nofer, purchased a farmhouse in Paoli,
Pennsylvania and Esherick returned to
painting, but found little audience for
his work. They began raising a family
and in 1919 left Pennsylvania with their
daughter, Mary, for Fairhope, Alabama.
While there, Esherick continued to paint,
producing works that reflected the local
environs. These oils and watercolors reveal
Esherick’s PAFA training and penchant for
plein air painting, but with a unique color
palette that he would repeat in later works,
furniture interiors and sculpture.

Coffee Table, 1961
$30,000-50,000 (£24,000-40,000)

In conjunction with an exhibition of his
artwork while in Alabama, Esherick carved
a handful of frames which received more
critical acclaim than the paintings, and
it was around this time that he began
carving and producing woodcut prints.
He continued producing them into the
1920s and 1930s as part of commissioned
works for boutique book publishing firms,
most notably The Centaur Press out of
Philadelphia. Walt Whitman’s The Song
of the Broad-Axe (1924) was one of their
publications for which Esherick produced

sixteen woodcut illustrations, including
Ship Struck in the Storm, which was
re-produced in an edition of thirty-eight
prints. It captures Esherick’s interpretation
of the timeless narrative and his sense of
adventure and exploration.

Woodblock Print “Ship Struck in the
Storm” from Song of the Broad Axe, 1924
$800-1,200 (£640 - 960)

In the early 1920s, Esherick began
experimenting with sculpture and furniture
which would encompass the bulk of his
artistic output until his death. His studio
and workshop today are open to the public
as the Wharton Esherick Museum and
reflect a built environment of ideas, carved
by Esherick’s hand from floor to ceiling.
Esherick’s furniture (perhaps more than
his art, woodcuts, or even sculpture)
represents his artistic expression in its
most fulfilled state. Much of his earliest
furniture was “avant-garde” by definition,
pushing the boundaries of both art and
furniture design with experimental forms
and repurposed materials. Esherick also
explored theatre design, dance, and even
music, all the while cultivating lifelong
friends and patrons of the arts. He
produced custom pieces for clients such as
cutting boards or tables, but also serialized
some of his creations, including a threelegged stool which became his bestselling piece and remains one of his most
iconic designs. Each of Esherick’s works
is unique, carved by hand, and beautifully
enduring.

CRAFT + DESIGN March 19, 2017 Philadelphia
Tim Andreadis | +1 267.414.1215
tandreadis@freemansauction.com

John Mackie | +44 (0)131 557 8844
john.mackie@lyonandturnbull.com
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The Allan Murray Telescope Collection

W

hen the gregarious Hong
Kong banker and art
collector Allan Murray
died in 2016, his obituaries
talked about his professional life and
his cultural interests, especially the
extensive collection of Scottish paintings
(covering the historical range from the
16th century to the present day) that he
and his wife Carol had built up over the
years. However, no mention was made of
his long-standing interest in astronomy
and the stars. This had been kindled in his
boyhood spent in Gullane on the Scottish
coast, where the skies over the North Sea
inspired a fascination in the heavens and
manifested itself in Allan’s wide-ranging
collection of telescopes—the tool with
which we humans have been gazing into
the starry void since its invention in the
early 17th century.
The collection was offered in its entirety
to National Museums Scotland, which has
gratefully accepted a number of important
pieces (which will be associated, in
perpetuity, with Allan and Carol Murray);
but a portion of this did not map on to
the museums’ collecting policy, and
some 20 important pieces are to come
up for auction in Spring 2017. Amongst
these are the internationally-famous
names of London scientific makers of
the late 18th century: (Jesse) Ramsden,
(John and Peter) Dollond, (Edward)
Troughton & (William) Simms. There is
also a piece made by the eminent Dublin
maker Sir Howard Grubb, whose work at
one point was viewed as the best by an
international clientele, and served major
large observatories on five continents. Also
included is a late instrument by the highly
respected London maker, John Browning,
possibly better known for his work in
producing astronomical spectroscopes
(for discerning out of what elements stars
in faraway galaxies could be made). The
United States will also be represented

Left:
4-inch refracting telescope by
Henry Fitz Jr
New York, 1847
£2,000-3,000 ($2,500-3,750)
Below:
4-inch refracting brass telescope,
signed Grubb
Dublin, circa 1865
£2,000-3,000 ($2,500-3,750)

with a group of telescopes constructed by
makers there– from the renowned maker
Alvan Clark (1804-87), of Cambridgeport,
Masachusetts, to Henry Fitz (1808-63), of
New York City.
Allan enjoyed hunting down these rare
and elegant items through the auction
rooms, and here is an opportunity to
acquire some of them, ready to grace the
collections of today’s discerning audience.
Because he lived in Hong Kong, far
removed from the expertise of telescope
experts, Allan relied on the advice he was
able to get from knowledgeable friends
and others: he was an exceptionally
good collector because he listened
carefully to recommendations and the
guidance he was given. A longstanding
member and contributing sponsor of the
Antique Telescope Society from 1993, he
welcomed fellow members with similar
tastes to Hong Kong with his customary
hospitality so they could talk telescopes:
there are glowing memories of these
convivial meetings. He was, of course,
obliged to buy ‘sight unseen’ by the very
nature of his distance from the salerooms,
but there was never any doubt as to who
was in the driving seat when it came to
the choice of items: Allan assembled a
choice selection of instruments made by
the world’s greatest telescope builders
from the 18th to 20th centuries.

SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS, CLOCKS & TECHNOLOGY Spring 2017 Edinburgh
Douglas Girton | +44 (0)131 557 8844
douglas.girton@lyonandturnbull.com

Theo Burrell | +44 (0)131 557 8844
theo.burrell@lyonandturnbull.com

Nicholas B.A. Nicholson | +1 267.414.1212
nnicholson@freemansauction.com
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Fit for a Prince
Regency Furniture

T

he Regency period, by definition, extends
from 1811 to 1820 when the Prince of Wales
ruled as Prince Regent. Stylistically, the
period roughly covers three decades from
the beginning of the 19th century to the dawn of the
Victorian era. And while the Prince Regent was a
patron of taste and fashion, the overall impetus for
the new direction in furniture design was driven by
other forces. It was a time of economic expansion,
the apogee of the industrial revolution, and a time of
continued growth of the middle class.

Furniture designs shifted from past influences and
were adapted to a ‘modern,’ less formal way of life.
These changing tastes saw the development of
new types of furniture that reflected the changes
in domestic life. Among these new forms were the
whatnot, the davenport, and the chiffonier, among
others; all pieces that would have been unknown thirty
years prior. Drawing on Greek, Roman and Egyptian
sources, domestic furniture was elegant and light, but
not overly feminine, and relied on exotic wood veneers
to provide contrast and pattern. The reeded or sabre
leg became de rigueur on chairs and tables, while bead
moulding, lion monopodia, and lotus carved supports
were common details found on everything from small
work tables to large sideboards and cabinets.
As the period went on, the look became somewhat
heavier and more masculine, but continued in the
same vein until the mid-1830s. Regency furniture
continues to appeal, and is particularly suited to
modern taste in its elegance and usability. Two
examples that exemplify the domestic Regency
style are scheduled for Lyon & Turnbull’s April Fine
Furniture & Works of Art auction and include a
handsome mahogany extending dining table, dated
circa 1815, and a rosewood and brass inlaid centre
table, of the same period.

FINE FURNITURE & WORKS OF ART April 05, 2017 Edinburgh
Douglas Girton | +44(0)131 557 8844
douglas.girton@lyonandturnbull.com
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One Thousand

YEARS

of Collecting
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Collection of Liberty & Co. pewter wares to be offered in
Freeman’s Craft + Design auction on March 19.

J

effrey M. Kaplan is the definition
of a true renaissance man;
remarkable taste, coupled with an
insatiable curiosity of all things
cultural. While many collectors choose
to focus on one area of collecting, Jeffrey
Kaplan’s life experience led him to work
with many.
Not just a collector, Mr Kaplan is a
curator. He acquired artists in depth
and aspired to create a collection of
collections: Chinese ceramics, 20th
century design, European furniture &
decorative arts, Art Glass of the 19th-21st
centuries, American modernist works on
paper and European prints. This passion
for collecting allowed Mr Kaplan to
assemble an astonishing body of work, in
many media, that spans 1,000 years.

Mr Kaplan was raised in an artistic and
cultured family. He graduated from the
University of Michigan where he studied
Art History and English literature, before
attending Yale Law School. He began
collecting in earnest in his thirties, and
was intensely involved in the cataloguing,
physical care, and presentation of
his collection. Transcending the role
of collector, Mr Kaplan served as his
own curator; hanging, re-hanging, and
acquiring adjunct space, in order to live
with his entire collection, within his
residence.
It is rare for an auction house to have
an opportunity to offer works of such
breadth, quality, and diversity that
justifies a title such as One Thousand
Years of Collecting, but in this sale of over

300 works of fine and decorative arts
carefully acquired by Mr Kaplan, such a
title is more than justified.
It is with the greatest pleasure that
Freeman’s presents One Thousand Years of
Collecting; The Jeffrey M. Kaplan Collection
at auction.

CHARLES EPHRAIM BURCHFIELD
(american, 1893-1967)
“MARCH POOLS AT TWILIGHT”
Signed and dated 1917 bottom right
Watercolor and gouache on paper
21 x 18 in. (53.3 x 45.7cm)
$20,000-30,000 (£16,000-24,000)
(Detail)

ONE THOUSAND YEARS OF COLLECTING: THE JEFFREY M. KAPLAN COLLECTION April 06, 2017 Philadelphia
Nicholas B.A. Nicholson | +1 267.414.1212
nnicholson@freemansauction.com

Alasdair Nichol | +1 267.414.1221
anichol@freemansauction.com
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Watches

of Distinction

New Auctions at Freeman’s

F

ollowing last fall’s successful sale of a rare
fourteen karat gold "Paul Newman" chronograph
Rolex Daytona watch (right) for $185,000
($231,250 with Buyer’s Premium), Freeman’s
is excited to announce their upcoming Watches of
Distinction auction on April 7th. Gemologist Michael
Larsen, Freeman’s West Coast Representative and
newly appointed Head of Department, is an experienced
specialist in this market and notes, “This is a great time
to be a watch enthusiast. Whether you’re buying for
yourself or as a gift, the craftsmanship and history of fine
watches cannot be overstated. We’re looking forward to
offering our clients a variety of impressive timepieces,
beginning at our first independent sale in April.”
Horology enthusiasts and novices alike will have the
chance to bid on close to 200 luxury timepieces from
renowned watchmakers including Rolex, Patek Philippe,
Cartier, Audemars Piguet, and F.P. Journe. Already
consigned for sale are a Patek Philippe Calatrava Ref.
6000G-001, as well as an F.P. Journe Centigraphe Sport
Aluminum CTS ALU. As Freeman’s looks forward to
bringing these exceptional fine watches to market, our
new Buyer’s Premium will be 20%, reduced from 25%
previously.
For buyers looking to expand their current collection,
or to find a piece that is now out of production, and
for those consignors ready to part with their watches,
Freeman’s offers personal service and competitive
commission rates.

WATCHES OF DISTINCTION April 07 & June 08, 2017 Philadelphia
Michael Larsen | +1 267.414.1227
mlarsen@freemansauction.com
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A Qing Dynasty Jade Figural Group

P

reserved in a New York collection
for over fifty years, an outstanding
Chinese carved celadon jade figural
group will be a highlight of Freeman’s
April 25th Asian Arts auction. Carved
with a boy guiding a peach-laden pine
branch raft through a swirling current, it
is accompanied by a wave-carved zitan
wood stand. It would have been a welcome
birthday or anniversary gift in the cultivated
circles of the Middle Qing court and the
upper classes of Chinese society in the
eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries.

descendants. In addition, the subject evokes
the tale of the Han dynasty explorer, Zhang
Qian (d.113 B.C.E.), said to have ridden a
raft to the source of the Yellow River, only
to find himself adrift on the Milky Way. The
quality of carving is immediately evident;
the attention to detail extends to the
whirling waters carved into the underside
of the stone and echoed in the whirlpoolcarved stand. Composed of cresting waves,
the dark black-brown stand complements
and contrasts with the pale celadon jade.
With a pleasing soft sage-green cast,
the stone also displays an unusual pale
chatoyant veil from certain angles. The
overall form of the carving is unusual:

The carving incorporates auspicious
peaches and pine, together with a boy,
all symbolizing wishes for longevity and

slender and attenuated, it suggests the
composition may have closely followed
the original shape of the stone, perhaps a
section of a larger boulder.
Additional jade works of art from other
collections as well as a broad range of
Asian fine and decorative arts will also be
included in this sale.
Chinese celadon jade “Boy and
Peaches” carving on zitan stand.
Qing dynasty, 18th/19th century.
$2,500-3,500 (£2,000-2,800)

ASIAN ARTS April 25, 2017 Philadelphia
Benjamin A. Farina | +1 267.414.1219
bfarina@freemansauction.com

Lee Young | +44(0)207 930 9115
lee.young@lyonandturnbull.com
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Immortalised in

bronze
The Boy Who
Never Grew Up

SIR GEORGE JAMES FRAMPTON
(1860-1928)
PETER PAN
£25,000-35,000 ($31,250-43,750)
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I

n 1910 Sir James Barrie (1860-1937) commissioned the
artist Sir George Frampton (1860-1928) to produce a
statue in bronze of his famous literary creation Peter
Pan. Frampton was a leading figure in the New Sculpture
movement of the late 19th century, a movement which
endeavoured to move away from the confines of the
“frozen neoclassicism” of traditional sculpture to more
dynamic and energetic forms, often with mythological or
exotic subject matters.
The sculpture which Frampton produced took its
inspiration from a series of photographs taken by Barrie in
July 1906, the same year Peter Pan in Kensington Gardens
was published. These photographs feature Michael
Llewelyn-Davies, who, along with his brothers, were the
original inspiration for the characters. Davies can be seen
wearing the costume for Peter Pan which was designed
for the play by William Nicholson (who also designed the
scenery), and which was to become an essential part of
Peter Pan’s identity. In fact, the photograph of Michael
wearing the costume became the ideal image of Peter Pan
in Barrie’s eyes.
The completed bronze was exhibited by Frampton at
the Royal Academy in 1911 and the following year Barrie
arranged to have the statue erected in secret on the 29th
and 30th of April in Kensington Gardens, in order that the
statue appear as if by magic on May Day, with only a brief
announcement in The Times newspaper by way of any
publicity:
‘There is a surprise in store for the children who go to
Kensington gardens to feed the ducks in the serpentine this
morning. Down by the little bay on the south-western side of
the tail of the Serpentine they will find a May-day gift by Mr
J.M. Barrie, a figure of Peter Pan blowing his pipe on the stump
of a tree, with fairies and mice and squirrels all around. It is the
work of Sir George Frampton, and the bronze figure of the boy
who would never grow up is delightfully conceived.
Men were engaged on Monday and yesterday in placing
the work of the sculptor in position behind drawn curtains.
These will be removed during the night, and the children will
just find Peter Pan there as if he had grown out of the turf on
May morning. It was the wish of Mr Barrie and of Sir George
Frampton that there should be no formal unveiling and the
Office of Works fell in with a happy idea.’

The statue was unveiled to great success and, as a result
of its popularity, a small number of bronze reductions were
produced during the artist’s lifetime up to 1925, of which
the current figure is an early example. In addition to creating
numerous other public statues and memorials, a further six
life-sized casts of Peter Pan were publicly erected in Europe,
Canada, and the US, testament to the popularity of the
statue, and to the character of Peter Pan, well-loved to this
day as the boy who never grew up.

DECORATIVE ARTS: DESIGN SINCE 1860 April 26, 2017 Edinburgh
John Mackie | +44(0)131 557 8844
john.mackie@lyonandturnbull.com

Tim Andreadis | +1 267.414.1215
tandreadis@freemansauction.com
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K

atharine Drexel (1858-1955) was born to
one of Philadelphia’s wealthiest and most
prominent families; her father, Francis
Anthony Drexel, was a business partner of
J.P. Morgan. A pampered, well-tutored and muchtraveled child, Katharine and her siblings were raised
with a strong sense of social responsibility. Devoutly
Catholic, the Drexels offered food, clothing and
money to the needy from their home at 1503 Walnut
Street on a weekly schedule. Katharine’s youthful
travels across the United States made her acutely
aware of the depravations experienced by Native and
African Americans, and undoubtedly influenced her
shocking decision to become a Roman Catholic nun
and join the Sisters of Mercy Convent in Pittsburgh.
Determined to use her inheritance to better the
educational opportunities and social conditions of
minorities, Katharine Drexel established a religious
order—The Sisters of the Blessed Sacrament for
Indians and Colored People—in 1891. That same year,
Mother Katharine Drexel, as she was then called,
purchased forty-four acres in Bensalem, Pennsylvania
to build a Motherhouse and administrative
headquarters for the order. By 1933, the campus
grew to ten buildings and at its peak, had about 600
Sisters operating schools around the country.
For 60 years, Drexel used her wealth to build and
support schools and missions in 16 states. The first
school, St. Catherine Indian School, was a boarding
school in Santa Fe, New Mexico that opened in
1894. In total, Drexel and the Sisters of the Blessed
Sacrament built 145 missions, 45 elementary schools,
12 high schools, and a university.
At her death in 1955, Katharine Drexel was laid to
rest in the Motherhouse chapel. She was canonized
as a Saint in 2000, and the Motherhouse complex
became known as the National Shrine of Saint
Katharine Drexel.
After 125 years, declining membership and financial
pressures strained many Catholic orders and brought
about the decision by the Sisters of the Blessed
Sacrament to sell the Shrine in Bensalem, as well
as an additional property outside of Richmond,
Virginia. The complex is too large for the order’s

current and future needs. In its upcoming April 26th
American Furniture, Folk & Decorative Arts auction,
Freeman’s is pleased to offer a large collection of
Native American-made items formerly exhibited and
stored on site at the Shrine. Representing the Native
American arts traditions and crafts that the Sisters
of the Blessed Sacrament encouraged and supported
in their Southwestern missions and schools, this
collection consists of pottery, beadwork, weavings
and basketry, largely by Hopi, Navajo, Pueblo and
Sioux artisans.
Proceeds from the sale will go towards the Sisters
of the Blessed Sacrament’s ministry work and to the
support of its retired Sisters, about fifty of whom still
live in the Motherhouse complex. The National Shrine
of Saint Katharine Drexel will remain open to visitors
through 2017. Saint Katharine Drexel’s remains will
eventually be moved to the Cathedral Basilica of
Saints Peter and Paul in Philadelphia, and selections
of the Sisters of the Blessed Sacrament archives will
be entrusted to the Archdiocese of Philadelphia.
Top right:
Photograph taken about 1920 at the Sisters of the Blessed
Sacrament Navajo Mission near Lukachukai Arizona, showing
Mother Katharine Drexel on the far right, Mother M. Mercedes
O’Connor on the far left, with interpreter Hosteen Nez at center.
Bottom right:
A selection from the Collection of the Sisters of the Blessed
Sacrament to be offered April 26.
Top left:
Informal photograph of Mother Katharine Drexel probably taken
in the spring of 1923 at the graduation services of St. Emma
Military Academy in Powhatan, Virginia.

AMERICAN FURNITURE, FOLK & DECORATIVE ARTS April 26, 2017 Philadelphia
Lynda A. Cain | +1 267.414.1237
lcain@freemansauction.com
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A Cherished Collection
from the Sisters of the Blessed Sacrament
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In Praise of

An American
Statesman
Gilbert Stuart’s Portrait of Daniel Webster

I

t is with great pleasure and anticipation that
Freeman’s will offer the important and welldocumented Portrait of Daniel Webster (17821852) by renowned artist Gilbert Stuart (1755-1828)
in its upcoming April 26th American Furniture,
Folk & Decorative Arts auction. This portrait was
commissioned in 1825 by the affluent Boston
manufacturer Isaac P. Davis—an active patron of
American artists who was a close friend of both the
portrait’s artist and subject.

Lawrence Park discusses this portrait in Gilbert
Stuart: An Illustrated Descriptive List of his Works
(1926), remarking that it “...has a depth of
expression for which (Stuart) was so remarkable.”
Park recounts Webster’s approval of his likeness:
“One day while visiting Mr. Davis, Webster stood
for some time before the picture and, making a low
bow to it, said, ‘I am willing that it shall go down to
posterity.’”
This portrait hung in Davis’s Boston parlor until
he presented it to Webster, who displayed it in
his family home in Marshfield, Massachusetts. In
1878, it was rescued from a house fire by Webster’s
descendants and subsequently became the property
of Dedham, Massachusetts politician, George
Frederick Williams (1852-1932). The portrait later
joined the collection of Geraldine Rockefeller Dodge
(1882-1973), whose estate was sold by Sotheby’s in
1975. At this auction, the portrait was re-acquired by
a member of the Webster family who then gifted it to
the Holderness School in New Hampshire.

As a brilliant representation of a young Massachusetts
Congressman, this portrait is the meeting of two of the
nineteenth century’s great American talents. Webster
was one of the most highly regarded Constitutional
scholars, courtroom attorneys, diplomats and
politicians of his time. Besides the House of
Representatives, he also served in the Senate, twice as
Secretary of State, and ran for the office of President
on the Whig Party ticket. Nationally known for his
spectacular oratory skills, Webster’s 1830 address,
“Second Reply to Hayne,” is regarded as the most
eloquent speech ever delivered in Congress. In that
speech, he describes the U.S. government as “made
for the people, made by the people and answerable
to the people,” later paraphrased by Lincoln in his
Gettysburg Address. Webster championed America’s
Union and put forth compromises to avoid a Civil War.
Comparably, Stuart was one of the era’s most gifted,
prolific and successful portrait painters of America’s
early nationhood. After studying in London and
Dublin, Stuart gained popularity overseas and his
portraits were sought after on both sides of the
Atlantic. Stuart won commissions from a host of
notable figures, including Kings George III and IV,
Abigail and John Adams, Thomas Jefferson, James
Monroe, and, most famously, George Washington.
By the end of his career, Stuart had painted more
than 1,000 portraits of politically and socially
prominent Americans. His paintings of the Founding
Fathers have frequently been used as models for
engravings and are often the most recognizable
images of their respective sitters.

AMERICAN FURNITURE, FOLK & DECORATIVE ARTS April 26, 2017 Philadelphia
Lynda A. Cain | +1 267.414.1237
lcain@freemansauction.com
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GILBERT STUART
(1755-1828)
Portrait of Daniel Webster (1782-1852), 1825
Oil on canvas, framed.
$80,000-120,000 (£64,000-96,000)
(Detail)
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EastmeetsWest

Works of Art From a European Collection

C

ollections are often by their
nature diverse and eclectic,
and the collection we will
offer in April and May this
year is no exception. Consigned from
a European collector, Part I, included
in our Decorative Arts auction in April,
comprises a wide group of British
and Continental ceramics, glass and
sculpture, predominantly from the early
to mid-20th century. Ceramic artists
such as Lucie Rie, Bernard Leach, Taxile
Doat and Maurice Dufrêne will be
represented. The selection of sculpture
will feature works by diverse American
and European sculptors including Edith
Parsons, Willard Paddock, August Gaul
and Emmanuel Frémiet.

A selection of European and Continental Decorative Art
Decorative Arts: Design since 1860
For estimates contact department

scholar occupied a position at the top of
the traditional hierarchical society, and
as such they were rigorously trained in
Confucianism, current affairs, poetry
and writing to become a well-rounded
member of the Chinese literati. Because
of this training, these government
officials were valued not just for their
bureaucratic work but also for their
artistic and poetry skills.

These rocks were placed on the
scholar’s desk, creating in miniature the
essence of the natural world outside
A selection of Scholar’s Rocks
their studio. The aim was not only to
Fine Asian Works of Art
admire them as works of art in their
For estimates contact department
own right, but as items of contemplation
and inspiration for their landscape paintings. It is in these
landscape paintings that you can see the effect of the
scholar’s rock in the artist’s fanciful depictions of mythical
In May our Fine Asian Works of Art auction will include Part II of
mountain scenes and abstract forms alike.
the collection, a group of Chinese scholar’s rocks. The Chinese

DECORATIVE ARTS: DESIGN SINCE 1860
April 26, 2017 Edinburgh

FINE ASIAN WORKS OF ART
May 10, 2017 London

John Mackie | +44(0)131 557 8844
john.mackie@lyonandturnbull.com

Lee Young | +44(0)207 930 9115
lee.young@lyonandturnbull.com
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WANG CHANGMING
(chinese, b.1964)
TEARS OF THE RED
CANDLE
£3,000-5,000
($3,750-6,250)

TEARS OF THE RED CANDLE
A Painted Collage of Cultural Emblems

L

ike many contemporary Chinese
painters, Wang Changming’s
works reflect the rapid processes
of cultural transformation in
modern China. The mixture and clash
of tradition and modernity, Eastern and
Western civilizations resonate throughout
his seemingly tranquil still lives.

memorabilia of Communist and PostCommunist China, for example Chairman
Mao badges and Coca-Cola cans. The smart
assemblage of these cultural emblems into
a peaceful coexistence contrasts with their
factual incompatibility and points at the
deeply paradoxical and polarised reality of
contemporary Chinese culture.

Born in 1964 in Wuxi, a city known for
its beautiful classical gardens, Wang
Changming studied painting in the Shanghai
Academy of Art. His most famous works
include a series of paintings in which he
juxtaposes Taihu scholar’s rocks, symbols
of the Chinese literati tradition, with

Tears of the Red Candle shows a wooden
jewellery box whose lid opens to reveal
a portrait of a Chinese lady dressed in a
Republic period costume. Strewn around
the portrait is a pearl necklace, a stone
brush-rest, a tiger-shaped incense bag
and a Delft blue kissing boy and girl. The

pulled-out middle drawer is actually the
book ‘Selected Writings by Lenin’. On top
of it is a lit candle which is nearly burnt to
the base. It recalls the famous line by the
Tang Dynasty poet Li Shangyin ‘When the
candle wax becomes ashes, tears shall
stop’. Are these ‘candle tears’ actually the
tears of the lady in the portrait? If so, is
she, as a witness from the past, sad over
the ephemerality of all those movements
and fashions that came after her?
Wang Changming painted the work during
its present owner’s visit to China. It will be
offered in Lyon and Turnbull’s upcoming
Fine Asian Works of Art sale in London.

FINE ASIAN WORKS OF ART May 10, 2017 London
Lee Young | +44(0)207 930 9115
lee.young@lyonandturnbull.com
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A

t the early part of the twentieth century, Pablo
Picasso collaborated with the Ballets Russes founder
Sergei Diaghilev and choreographer Léonide Massine,
lending his Cubist vision to the design of costumes,
stage sets, and curtains for innovative productions that include
Parade, Le Tricorne, and Pulcinella. Between 1917 and 1924—
what have come to be known as his “Theater Years”— Picasso
traveled from Paris to Barcelona, London, and Rome with
Diaghilev, immersing himself fully in the world of the famous
ballet company, even marrying dancer Olga Khokhlova in 1918.
Picasso’s long fascination with the theater and performers
was not just limited to the ballet. His 1904 painting, The Actor,
and the larger, Family of Saltimbanques from 1905, focus on
the curious, though often bleak, world of circus performers.
Picasso drew inspiration from the Cirque Medrano, a famous
establishment in the Montmartre neighborhood of Paris where
he lived and worked. His lifelong experimentation with the
human form found new media in his creations of ballet costumes
and stage designs that, in turn, allowed Picasso to channel new
perspectives and creativity into his later works.
Picasso Theatre is a draft of the final design that illustrated the
cloth-bound cover of the first edition book of the same name,
originally published in 1968. A second printing in 1987 used
a different cover design, and did not include a clear acetate
cover wrap emblazoned with the title. The book, prepared by
British art historian Douglas Cooper and dedicated to the artist,
is a collection of images of Picasso’s lesser-known works for
the theater, specifically the ballet, as well as an essay on the
significant influence the theater had on the artist’s oeuvre.
An exhibition of items from Picasso’s theater years was staged
at the Palazzo Grassi in Venice in 1998, and several pieces,
including the curtain from the 1924 ballet, Mercure, are in the
collection of the Centre Pompidou in Paris. According to the
Picasso Authentication Committee, also in Paris, which provided
authentication for Picasso Theatre, other drafts the artist created
for the cover are held in the collection of the Musée d’art et
d’histoire de Saint-Denis.
An India ink, wash and chalk work on paper, Picasso Theatre
is signed, dated, and dedicated on what the artist intended to
be the spine of the book—the center strip that separates two
haunting and expressive drawings. This work has remained in
the same private collection for the past two decades and will
make its return to the market as the highlight of Freeman’s May
16th Modern & Contemporary Art auction. It will be offered
alongside a boxed copy of the original book in French, for which
it was designed.
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PABLO PICASSO
(spanish, 1881-1973)
“PICASSO THEATRE”
Signed, dated ‘le 10.11.67’ and dedicated ‘pour mon cher ami
Feld,’ india ink, wash and chalk on paper.
11 11/16 x 21 1/4 in. (29.7 x 54cm)
$150,000-250,000 (£120,000-200,000)

PICASSO

Theatre

Setting
the Stage

MODERN & CONTEMPORARY ART May 16, 2017 Philadelphia
Dunham Townend |+1 267.414.1221
dtownend@freemansauction.com
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A World of Art at Your Fingertips
Explore ne art, antiques and jewelry at two of the world’s oldest auction houses with Lyon & Turnbull and
Freeman’s complimentary catalogue app exclusively for Apple devices. Download today and enjoy these benets:
• Be the rst to know when new
catalogues become available

• View lot details with pinch-andzoom images

• Build your own portable library,
download past and present
auction catalogues

• Browse at your convenience
anytime, anywhere

All catalogues are fully illustrated online at www.freemansauction.com and
at www.lyonandturnbull.com, and are now available through the app.
Download for free on the App Store.

• Tap-through links for additional
photos, condition reports and
bidding options on individual
lots

THE STANLEY BARD COLLECTION
A Life at The Chelsea
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“I had no concept of what life at the Chelsea Hotel
would be like when we checked in, but I soon realized
it was a tremendous stroke of luck to end up there....

T

he Chelsea Hotel was an institution
defined by the extraordinary lives of the
countless legendary residents it housed
over its colorful 135-year history. The
hotel was home to a revolving door of guests—
gritty and sophisticated, talented and wealthy—that
included musicians, immigrants, poets, heiresses
and artists alike. Their lives are inextricably linked
with the hotel’s mythic history and their stories
haunt its halls.
Andy Warhol shot parts of Chelsea Girls at the
hotel, and Jackson Pollock, Larry Rivers, Mark
Rothko and Robert Mapplethorpe were residents.
Musicians including Bob Dylan, Janis Joplin
and Patti Smith all lived in, and wrote about the
hotel. Dylan Thomas, a Chelsea resident, died of
pneumonia after a heavy drinking bout nearby and
Nancy Spungen, girlfriend of Sid Vicious, was found
stabbed to death in the hotel, further memorializing

Above: Stanley Bard, legendary manager of the hotel
Previous page: © 2017 Artists Rights Society (ARS), New York / SOFAM, Brussels
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The famous Chelsea Hotel exterior

the hotel’s rock-and-roll, gritty reputation.
Arthur C. Clarke wrote 2001: A Space
Odyssey, Arthur Miller lived there for
six years after his divorce from Marilyn
Monroe, and William Burroughs penned
The Third Mind at the Chelsea. The hotel
fostered a unique community of chaos and
creativity that continues to fascinate to
this very day.
More than any other individual, Stanley
Bard, fifty-year manager of the hotel,
can be credited with curating the
residents, whose diversity defined
the now legendary institution in the
second half of the 20th century. Stanley
certainly helped to inspire and support
these artists in their famous endeavors.
Stanley, the son of hotelier David
Bard who bought the hotel with two
partners in 1939, worked in his family’s
hotel from a very young age and was
embraced and loved by its residents. By
the mid-1960’s, after attending NYU and
upon the untimely death of his father,
Stanley took over as manager and set in
motion the next generation of the Bards'
successful family-run hotel. He admired
and respected the artists and writers
frequenting and living at the Chelsea,
and he especially appreciated their work.
Works by famous guests hung on the
walls for years, a visual manifestation of
the Chelsea community and the backdrop
behind which history was made time
and time again. As Barry Miles, resident
from 1969-1972, noted, “The Chelsea
was a place with infinite layers of artistic

Robert Mapplethorpe and Patti Smith, New York, 1969 ©Norman Seeff

heritage…. Stanley really did believe that
art transformed the world and that it was
a force for civilization…I think he saw it
as his duty in a way to provide a home
for these people.” Indeed, Stanley was
so fond of the artists who frequented
the Chelsea and their work that over his
lifetime he personally acquired numerous
pieces by these artists.
Stanley fostered a unique attitude of
respect, tolerance and a willingness to
accommodate all guests, regardless
of their unconventional lives. As the
gatekeeper of this creative enclave, his
mission was to appreciate the need
for professional and personal privacy
and it is this incredible foresight and
determination to create a safe haven for
all types of creative genius that made him
legendary and adored.

Freeman’s is honored to present in a single
owner sale on May 16 nearly 100 of these
works of art, lovingly acquired personally
by Stanley Bard from various artists
associated with the hotel. They include
paintings by Tom Wesselmann and Larry
Rivers, sculpture by Barry Flanagan, works
on paper by Christo and Philip Taaffe, as
well as examples by Karel Appel, Sidney
Nolan and many others.
Relics of a bygone era at the Chelsea, each
of these works speaks to the extraordinary
stories of the hotel, as well as to the man
who gathered, protected and nurtured
the artists who helped define art, music,
politics and culture of the 20th century.
Freeman’s is honored to share these
stories along with the singular role that
Stanley Bard had in shaping them.

...This eccentric and damned hotel
provided a sense of security as well
as a stellar education.”
PATTI SMITH

(an excerpt from Just Kids)

THE STANLEY BARD COLLECTION May 16, 2017 Philadelphia
Dunham Townend |+1 267.414.1221
dtownend@freemansauction.com

Anne Henry | +1 267.414.1220
ahenry@freemansauction.com

Alasdair Nichol | +1 267.414.1211
anichol@freemansauction.com
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Reformation History
Scotland’s First Printed Bible

J

ohannes Gutenberg’s first Bible,
produced using his revolutionary
printing press, appeared in 1455. The
newfound ability to use mechanical,
movable type for printing led to the wide
dissemination of knowledge and the rapid
uptake of the new technology. Lucien
Febvre asserts that, by 1480, there were
active printing workshops in 110 different
locations across Europe. However, it was
more than a century after Gutenberg
printed his first Bible that the first
complete Bible was printed in Scotland –
known as the ‘Bassandyne Bible’.
Naturally, people had been reading the
Bible in Scotland for many years prior
to the production of the Bassandyne
Bible. However, these would be imports,
mainly in Latin, with some illegal copies
in English circulating. In his work History
of the Bassandyne Bible, William T.
Dobson attributes the relatively late
production of a Bible in Scotland to laws
which prevented lay people reading and
interpreting the book for themselves.
Taking advantage of the power vacuum
which arose after the death of James V of

Scotland and the ascension to the throne
of the infant Mary, Dobson writes that
Robert, Lord Maxwell, ‘…brought in a bill
to allow “the Scriptures to be read by all
without any limitation,” and “in the vulgar
tongue.”’ The bill was passed, although
the open discussion of Scripture was still
forbidden. As the Scottish Reformation
progressed, Dobson argues that times
were too tumultuous to consider the
production of a Bible in Scotland, which
would be printed in the vernacular. He
writes: ‘It was not till 1579 – thirty-three
years after the death of Beaton [Cardinal
Beaton of St Andrews], its bitter enemy
and seven after the death of Knox, its
friend and advocate, that the first copy of
the Bible was printed in Scotland.’
The term ‘Bassandyne Bible’ is taken from
the name of the king’s printer, Thomas
Bassandyne, of Edinburgh. The General
Assembly of the Church of Scotland
instructed Bassandyne to produce the
Bible, which was to be acquired by every
parish church at the price of £4 13s. 4d.
Scots. The New Testament was printed in
1576, but Bassandyne died before the work

could be completed. The Old Testament
was added by Bassandyne’s business
partner, Alexander Arbuthnot, in 1579.
The printing of the Bassandyne Bible is
symbolic of Scotland’s move through the
Reformation from an officially Catholic
country, to an officially Protestant one.
Printed in English, Bassandyne used the
Geneva Bible translation for his text—
so named, as the book’s translators
undertook their work whilst in exile in
Geneva, escaping persecution under
Mary Tudor. In May 2017, a copy of the
Bassandyne Bible will be offered at auction
by Lyon & Turnbull. Although many copies
of the Bassandyne Bible were produced,
it is now an unusual item to come across,
with complete copies practically unheard
of (the copy for sale lacks 25 leaves and
2 maps.) It is an object which will allow
the buyer to own a key piece of Scottish
church and Reformation history.
‘Bassandyne Bible’ [The Bible and Holy
Scriptures...]
Edinburgh: Alexander Arbuthnot [and
Thomas Bassandyne], 1579
£800-1,200 ($1,000-1,500)
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The Spellbinding Allure of
Blue Diamonds

M

ost of us are familiar with colorless
diamonds, or nearly colorless ones that very
lightly range towards yellow. These “white
diamonds” are what we typically see set in most
jewelry pieces, or that are used in diamond studs and
engagements rings. However, diamonds come in all
colors including yellow, green, pink, red, black, brown
and, of course, blue.
Diamonds are comprised of the element carbon
in crystalline form created by immense heat and
pressure. The most common diamonds contain
small amounts of the impurity nitrogen, which
causes a diamond to impart a yellow color. The
nitrogen impurities can be in clusters or as individual
molecules evenly spread throughout the diamond.
This is what separates fancy yellow diamonds from
“white diamonds” with a slight yellow tint. These
variations have a tremendous impact on the value
of a diamond, and this is why jewelers and jewelry
specialists go to such great lengths to accurately
determine diamond color. Reputable, internationally
recognized labs like the GIA (Gemological Institute
of America) are excellent sources for obtaining
trustworthy diamond grades on which all jewelry
buyers can rely.
Diamonds that impart other colors, such as pink,
red or blue, are much rarer and represent the most
desirable and valuable diamonds on the market.
Natural blue diamonds are among the rarest and
command impressive prices. The cause of blue in
a diamond is due to the presence of the impurity
boron. As the amount of boron increases, so will
the depth and intensity of color— this dramatically
increases their value.

Just like “white diamonds,” jewelry experts rely on
reputable labs to determine the degree of color in
a diamond so that buyers can confidently purchase
them and be assured that the grading is accurate
and the color is natural. Colored diamonds can
be produced by exposing a diamond to nuclear
radiation which changes the color and are referred
to as irradiated or treated. Typically, a diamond
which appears brown will be used in this process
and usually results in a green to blue color, or a mix
with varying results. It is even more important to
distinguish between natural and treated, since the
difference in value is extreme.
It goes without saying that what is most important
about a blue diamond is its beauty. All the chemistry
and GIA documentation that goes into determining
a diamond’s value is critical, but as we all know, a
diamond is first and foremost an item of immense
beauty. The blue Hope Diamond at the Smithsonian’s
National Museum of Natural History in Washington,
D.C., is one of the world’s most famous diamonds.
This 45.52 carat gem has a long and storied history
and is believed to have originated in India as early as
1666. The rarity of blue diamonds will assure their
eternal desire and value.
These fancy blue diamonds will be part of the
traveling exhibition to London, Beverly Hills,
New York and Philadelphia’s Main Line.
Please contact the department for details.
Top:
A fancy blue and fancy pink diamond ring, weighing .73 carats
$70,000-90,000 (£ 56,000-72,000)
Bottom:
A fancy intense blue and fancy pink diamond ring, weighing .53
carats
$50,000-70,000 (£40,000-56,000)

JEWELRY May 17, 2017 Philadelphia
Virginia Salem | +1 267.414.1233
vsalem@freemansauction.com
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A Meeting
of Minds
A Portrait of Yehudi Menuhin
by Oskar Kokoschka

T

he career of Oskar Kokoschka bestrides
20th century art and culture. Born in Austria
in 1886, Kokoschka studied in Vienna in
the early years of the 20th century under
the influence of the Vienna Secessionists. Exhibiting
there from 1908, he also began to publish poems.
In 1910, he travelled to Switzerland, following his
patron, the architect Adolf Loos, before moving on
to Berlin where he had drawings published in Der
Sturm. In 1912, now associated with the Expressionist
movement and with his career taking off, he began an
affair with Alma Mahler, published a novella and gave
an influential lecture on ‘The Awareness of Visions’.
After serving with the Austrian army in World War
I, Kokoschka turned to landscape painting and began
to travel throughout Europe. In 1934, he fled Vienna
from the Nazis, by whom his art had been branded
‘degenerate’, moving to Prague and ultimately in 1938
to Great Britain. During the War he lived for some
months in Scotland both at Ullapool and Fort William
and it was here that he began to make what would
become his trademark portraits in coloured pencil.

composers Anton von Webern and Alban Berg, to
the conductor Wilhelm Furtwängler (whom he first
met in Rome in 1949), the pianists Sviatoslav Richter
and Rudolf Serkin and the violinist Yehudi Menuhin,
who in 1957 established a music festival in his name
in Gstaad.
Kokoschka made this spirited pencil drawing of
Menuhin a year later, in 1958.
He and his wife were close personal friends of the
Menuhins and neighbours of theirs in Gstaad, where
they would together attend the music festival. We
know that Kokoschka personally presented the
Menuhins with examples of his work.
What is perhaps most striking about this piece is
the musician’s eyes, which the artist has captured
in sparkling intensity at a moment of profound
concentration.
It is an extraordinary object; much more than a
portrait, it is a deeply felt tribute from one towering
figure of modern culture to another.

In 1947, Kokoschka took British citizenship, but in
1953 he settled permanently in Switzerland, with
which he had long had close ties. He died in his house
near Geneva in 1980.
By the latter half of the 20th century, Kokoschka’s
wide circle of friends included some of the most
famous musicians of the 20th century, from the

OSKAR KOKOSCHKA
(austrian 1886-1980)
PORTRAIT OF YEHUDI MENUHIN
Signed, pencil
£12,000-£15,000 ($15,000-18,750)

BRITISH & EUROPEAN PAINTINGS May 24, 2017 Edinburgh
Iain Gale | +44(0)131 557 8844
iain.gale@lyonandturnbull.com
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A very fine carved alabaster retable,
or devotional altarpiece
Mechelen, late 16th century

Devotional

DISCOVERY
A Late Sixteenth Century
Northern European Retable

A

distribution, until it was supplanted by Amsterdam
in the 17th century. Retables like these were likely
not special commissions, but assembled from
panels selected by the collector, who would
then have them framed together with decorative
intermediary panels as part of the composition.

highlight of Freeman’s upcoming May
auction of British & European Furniture
and Decorative Arts is a recently
discovered example of a rare Northern
Renaissance survival from an unknown Mechelen
alabaster workshop. The retable (a domestic
devotional altar screen) was likely intended for
private use in the home by a pious collector. Art
historian Aleksandra Lipińska notes
the most popular subject matter
for exported works from the
area of Mechelen in Belgium were
invariably scenes of the Virgin and
from Christ’s life—and the offered
lot features numerous scenes from
the life of the Mother of the Lord.
Mechelen was one of the centers
of alabaster sculpture production
in the Low Countries for more
than three centuries. The wares
produced there were distributed
throughout Europe and their
popularity extended beyond
the Low Countries to Central
and Northern Europe, with
examples found as far away as
Poland and Denmark. Lipińska
also notes that the Mechelen
workshop artists were masters
in serial production, and
their alabaster works were
distributed widely from Antwerp, which was acknowledged
to be one of Northern Europe’s largest centers of luxury goods

While single Mechelen alabaster panels
surface on the market
relatively frequently, it is
rare for an entire retable
to appear together with its
carved and molded gesso
decorative relief friezes,
as well as in a painted
and parcel-gilt baroque
architectural frame. The
beautiful panels of the piece
being offered in the sale,
softly and sensitively carved,
are full of emotion. They
are intact, bearing traces
revealing that they may have
been selectively parcelgilded, while the handsome
and highly architectural
frame recalls Northern
Renaissance architecture.
Located in the collection of a Pennsylvania
institution for more than
half-a-century, this piece is fresh to the market and certain to
attract attention from scholars and collectors alike.

BRITISH & EUROPEAN FURNITURE & DECORATIVE ARTS May 25, 2017 Philadelphia
Nicholas B.A. Nicholson | +1 267.414.1212
nnicholson@freemansauction.com

Douglas Girton | +44(0)131 557 8844
douglas.girton@lyonandturnbull.com
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FERN ISABEL COPPEDGE
(american 1883-1951)
“PIGEON COVE”
Signed ‘Fern I. Coppedge’ bottom left, oil on canvas
32 x 36 1/8 in. (81.3 x 91.8cm)
provenance:
Private Collection, Connecticut
$40,000-60,000 (£32,000-48,000)

infocus

Fern Coppedge
Pennsylvania Impressionism

F

reeman’s, located in the historic city of
Philadelphia, takes pride in the artists who
call the surrounding area their home. Our
Pennsylvania Impressionists auctions are always
well-attended, drawing crowds and high auction
prices. Of particular note, the work of a leading artist
of this group, Fern Coppedge (1883-1951), will be
featured in Freeman’s upcoming June 4th sale.

If you are considering buying or selling a work by
Fern Coppedge, we believe that Freeman’s, with
an unrivaled sales record, is the best venue to
do so. Perhaps your consignment will set a new
auction record!

Coppedge, originally from Decatur, Illinois, first
visited New Hope, Pennsylvania in 1917. An
idiosyncratic colorist, she delighted in rendering
the Bucks County landscape and the harbors
and seaports of Massachusetts. Her works are
immediately recognizable for their distinctive
palette, clearly showing her awareness of European
modernism and, particularly, the works of the
Fauves. She developed a dedicated following
among private collectors.
The accompanying image, Screen of Gold, is a
typical example. It was the first Coppedge handled
by Specialist and Department Head, Alasdair
Nichol, and had been purchased by the then owner
for $20 in a Queens, New York thrift shop before
selling it at Freemans in 2000 for $47,500. Fifteen
years later, it was sold there again for $112,500.
Since 2000, Freemans has sold over one hundred
of Coppedge’s paintings for a total in excess of
$5,500,000. Eight of the top ten prices at auction
have been achieved in our auction gallery, including
the top three.

FERN ISABEL COPPEDGE
(american 1883-1951)
“SCREEN OF GOLD”
Signed, oil on canvas
24 x 24 in. (60.96 x 60.96cm)
2000 SOLD FOR $52,250
2015 SOLD FOR $112,250

AMERICAN ART & PENNSYLVANIA IMPRESSIONISTS June 04, 2017 Philadelphia
Alasdair Nichol | +1 267.414.1211
anichol@freemansauction.com
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The Whisky Drinker’s Whisky
Established in 1828 Springbank is the only distillery in
Scotland to carry out 100% of the production process on one site.
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An Architectural Eye
The Watercolours of Charles Rennie Mackintosh
“THIS MAN OUGHT TO BE AN ARTIST!”
Sir James Guthrie, on seeing Charles Rennie Mackintosh’s watercolours at Glasgow School of Art

I

n Mackintosh Watercolours, Roger
Billcliffe indicates that this division
between art and architecture was the
opposite of how Mackintosh viewed his
work, but it is an interesting introduction
to the particular artistic talent of a man still
known best for his architectural designs.
Mackintosh drew throughout his life.
Earlier in his career these drawings
recorded details to be utilised in his design
vocabulary, but as he aged he began to use
pencil and watercolour to create finished
artistic works in their own right; starting
with the imaginative, symbolist pictures
of the early 1890s and moving through
a focus on botanical subjects in his later

works. The Road through the Rocks dates
from c. 1924-26, following his move to the
South of France on the advice of friends,
particularly the Scottish Colourist painter,
J.D. Fergusson. Here he turned his unique
approach to the countryside, where the
interaction between the natural and manmade intrigued him. In the offered work,
this man-made intervention is one of the
forts stationed along the coast and border
with Spain. Mackintosh captures both its
harmonious insertion into the landscape
and the smooth, angular contrast it
offered against the undulating hills and
jagged cliff edges, capturing the seemingly
organic pattern of man and nature with an
architect’s eye.

The Road through the Rocks was included in
the 1933 Memorial Exhibition dedicated to
Charles and his wife, Margaret Macdonald
Mackintosh, where nearly all the later
watercolours were purchased by personal
friends. It was later in the collection of
Professor Thomas Haworth, an eminent
collector and promoter of Mackintosh’s
work, who amassed the largest private
collection of his work as well as publishing
many works on Mackintosh.
CHARLES RENNIE MACKINTOSH
(scottish 1868-1928)
THE ROAD THROUGH THE ROCKS, PORT VENDRES
Signed, watercolour
provenance
Dr Thomas Howarth, Christie’s 17 February 1994, lot. 76
£20,000-30,000 ($25,000-37,500)
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Patrons
Pioneers T

&

Early Modern Archaeology

here are few single events in
classical antiquity better known
than the eruption of Mount
Vesuvius in 79 CE, which obliterated the
cities of Pompeii and Herculaneum under
strata of volcanic ash. The politician Pliny
the Younger (61-113 CE) provides the lone
first-hand account: “We were terrified to
see everything changed, buried deep in
ashes like snowdrifts.” (Ep. 6.20)
Today, excavations at Pompeii and
Herculaneum reveal new insights into the
Roman domus and other scenes, luring
thousands of tourists each year. But these
developments are not new in nature;
instead they are but the latest phase of a
centuries-long endeavor to uncover what
has been lost to time.
This summer, Freeman’s Rare Books,
Maps, and Manuscripts auction will
offer several of the most influential
works of early archaeology, among them
an example of the first attempt at a
systematic study of Herculaneum. This
nine-volume series in folio, Le Antichita
di Ercolano esposte, (Naples, 1757-1792),
consists of thousands of pages of sourcecritical scholarship and painstakingly
engraved plates. In contrast to the the
methodologies of modern, scholarly
archaeology, such catalogs reveal how
early achievements were possible only
by the patronage of a succession of Holy
Roman regents, whose interests lay chiefly
in plundering the mosaics and paintings
they discovered at Herculaneum.
Freeman’s looks forward to highlighting
this important work, along with a fine
assortment of rare, pioneering surveys of
Levantine, North African, Middle Eastern,
and Asian archaeology in this muchanticipated sale.

Le Antichita di Ercolano esposte.
9 Volumes.
(Naples, 1757-1792)

RARE BOOKS, MAPS & MANUSCRIPTS June 16, 2017 Philadelphia
Benjamin Truesdale | +1 267.414.1247
btruesdale@freemansauction.com
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WEMYSS
WARE

Scottish Pottery Inspired
by the Natural World

W

ith its myriad shapes and patterns, Wemyss
Ware is the most collectable of Scottish
potteries, and its very distinctive decorative
style has charmed collectors all over the world.
In the last quarter of the nineteenth century there were a
great number of potteries in Scotland producing quantities
of domestic ware, but very little was being made for the
large country house. The most stylish and ornamental pots
were made by Peter Gardner at the Dunmore Pottery in
Stirlingshire. With support from the Countess of Dunmore,
Gardner was visited by the Prince of Wales (later to
become Edward VII) and Queen Victoria is said to have
bought several pieces.
Robert Methven Heron, a fourth generation potter running
the Fife Pottery in Gallatown, Kirkcaldy, saw the success
of Dunmore and developed a strategy to win a share
of the lucrative country house market. He gained vital
patronage and introductions from Miss Dora ErskineWemyss of nearby Wemyss Castle, who became Lady
Henry Grosvenor when she married in 1887. The artistic
and well-travelled Heron also brought a team of middleEuropean gilders and decorators to Kirkcaldy. All but
one left within a short space of time, but the one with
exceptional talent stayed: Karel Nekola, born in Bohemia
in 1857. Apart from Nekola himself, the most creative
painters were probably James Sharp, and Edwin Sandland
who painted this rare cat with pink cabbage roses.
Cats are rare to find and sought after by collectors as are
the modelled pigs, large and small in their commonplace
and rarer patterns and colours. The artists of the Wemyss
factory brought the garden, orchard and farmyard into
the house in an entirely original way and ensured a lasting
popularity for this colourful and exuberant pottery.

WEMYSS WARE CAT FIGURE
circa 1900
Decorated by Edwin Sandland with Cabbage Roses
£3,000-5,000 ($3,750-6,250)
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A Few of Their Favorite Things
Specialists Recall their Antiques Roadshow Discoveries

Alasdair
Nichol

Virginia
Salem

David
Weiss

Kelly
Wright

“As often as not, it is the guest
who makes for a memorable
appraisal and this lady was a
delight. She had modeled for
Norman Rockwell as a child
and her father worked as his
photographer. It was both
amusing and horrifying to learn
that when this embodiment
of all American values needed
her to cry for a pose, he stuck
pins in her feet! Compensation
was readily available by way of
the Coca-Cola machine in his
studio. The artist’s chair which
had been rescued from the trash
and featured in some of his best
known works proved to be as
valuable as the painting.”

“In 2010 in Billings, Montana
I appraised “A Trinity of
Gemstones” at $60,000. It was a
diamond, a ruby, and jadeite jade
ring owned by three siblings. The
ruby alone could be worth three
times that today!”

“I appraised a lovely Paul Klee
ink drawing in Palm Springs. The
owner bought it in Chicago for
a modest amount of money—
under $300—just after finishing
college. Reproduction prints
of Klee’s work are rampant on
the market. To see this work
being brought in front of me I
presumed, in a millisecond’s
glance, that it, too, was a printed
facsimile. I was delighted to see,
upon more careful inspection,
including under magnification,
that this work was done by Klee’s
own hand!”

“After a long and trying day
of evaluating hair wreaths and
steamer trunks, in walked this
strange and wonderful lamp. In
the form of a robot, this 1970’s
Italian chrome lamp, was made
by the Torino Company. The
owner had purchased it in a
local thrift shop for about $30
dollars and was more than a little
surprised to learn that it had
an auction estimate of $1,5002,500.”

Norman Rockwell Oil Painting &
Chair, ca. 1952
Valued at (2012):
$130,000-$140,000
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Diamond, Ruby & Jadeite Rings,
ca. 1925
Valued at (2010): $60,000

Paul Klee Ink Drawing
Valued at $25,000-$40,000

Torino Chrome Robot Lamp,
ca. 1979
Valued at (2014): $1,500-$2,500

It is not difficult to understand the enduring appeal of PBS’s hugely popular Antiques Roadshow. Along with entertaining legions of
viewers, it also informs the show’s guests, many with fingers crossed, that what was chosen to present to the specialist is a rare or
unique treasure which some hope will change the course of their lives. Most significantly, as many of these American treasures are
uncovered or re-discovered, the show has educated us about things that reflect our cultural heritage and values. One of the show’s
constant is the surprise, tears, joy, and sometimes disappointment, of its guests after discussing their item(s) with the show’s guest
specialists. Several of Freeman’s specialists reflect on their experiences on the show, and recall some of their most memorable finds in
various Roadshow episodes. Antiques Roadshow airs Mondays at 8/7c on PBS.

Anne
Henry

Michael
Larsen

“Appraising this print was a
thrilling moment for me because
of the genuine shock the owner
showed when I revealed the value.
She had taught English in Pakistan
as a young woman many years
ago, and with the scant disposable
funds she had then, she bought
this print on a whim. She was
truly shocked when I told her
about the artist and the monetary
value of this print which already
was treasured for its wonderful
memories of the time.”

“The client who brought in the
Van Cleef & Arpels bracelet truly
did not know what she had, which
made for a great response to the
appraisal. She had inherited it
from her mother-in-law and was
not aware that the bracelet was a
desirable mid-century Retro piece,
or that it was made by such a
venerable maker like Van Cleef &
Arpels!”

Abdur Rahman Chughtai Etching,
ca. 1960
Valued at (2016) $3,000-$5,000

Van Cleef & Arpels Bracelet, ca.
1955
Valued at (2015): $10,000$15,000

Dunham
Townend
“It was great fun to see such
an early example of Close’s
painting in Spokane, Washington.
Closer in spirit to the Abstract
Expressionists than to the PhotoRealist style we associate with
his mature work, the 1962 piece
was an interesting reminder
of the evolution of the artist’s
style and career.”
1961 Chuck Close Painting
Valued at (2015) $50,000$80,000

Lynda
Cain
“A very large, beautifully colored,
19th century pastel depicting
a New England campus with
remarkable Federal period
buildings stands out in my mind.
It was the first object in line at the
Folk Art table in Omaha, Nebraska.
It was the largest American pastel
I had ever seen. The owners were
charming and had purchased it
at a house sale for $50. A little
research uncovered that the
campus was Dartmouth from
about 1840.”
19th Century Folk Art Pastel of
Dartmouth College
Value (2015): $8,000-$12,000
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Gothic Revival Furniture
Decorative Arts

ATTRIBUTED TO CHARLES BEVAN
INLAID OAK SIDEBOARD, CIRCA 1870
£6,000-8,000 ($7,500-10,000)

The Gothic Revival furniture collection included in Lyon & Turnbull’s spring Decorative Arts auction
features examples attributed to the Victorian designer Charles Bevan. Bevan, a prominent nineteenthcentury English furniture maker and designer, created critically-acclaimed ornate furnishings in the
Gothic Revival style. He worked with numerous furniture designers and his pieces were written about
in various catalogues and periodicals. They are now found in both private and public collections,
including the Victoria & Albert Museum in London. Bevan’s works were shown at international
exhibitions including the Paris Exposition Universelle of 1867 and the International Exhibition in
London in 1872.
John Mackie | +44(0)131 557 8844
john.mackie@lyonandturnbull.com

Franklin on Parade
American Furniture, Folk & Decorative Arts
In January of 1764, citizens of Germantown met at town hall to discuss means to protect themselves
from the terrifying ravages of fire—a daily occurrence in colonial America. Germantown, in the
northwest corner of Philadelphia, was too far from the centralized Philadelphia fire companies and
the roads often too poor to reach the fire in time. The decision was made to organize three separate
volunteer fire companies: the Fellowship of the Upper Ward, The Fellowship of the Middle Ward and
The Fellowship of the Lower Ward. The Fellowship of the Upper Ward, organized in March of 1764,
located on Franklin Street, would eventually became the Franklin Fire Company and adopt the portrait
of Benjamin Franklin as the company’s symbol, honoring the founding father and Philadelphian most
closely associated with the founding of the city’s fire fighting and insurance. Parade hats were worn at
picnics, political and holiday parades, county fairs, military musters and pumping competitions. This
hat will be offered on April 26 at Freeman’s.

Painted and decorated leather and felt parade
hat for the Franklin Fire Company, Germantown,
Philadelphia,
$8,000-12,000 (£6,400-9,600)

Lynda A. Cain | +1 267.414.1237
lcain@freemansauction.com

More than Just a Chest
American Furniture, Folk & Decorative Arts

Painted and decorated pine architectural blanket
chest,
Lancaster County, PA, inscribed, “M=Bucher”
and dated, “1784”
H: 23 1/4 in. L: 51 1/2 in. D: 24 1/2 in.
$8,000-12,000 (£6,400-9,600)

Fresh to the market, this fine, brightly painted and decorated blanket chest with arches, pilasters and
recessed panels relates to a known group of architectural chests made in Lancaster County. According
to Monroe H. Fabian’s landmark text, The Pennsylvania-German Decorated Chest (1978), the decorative
motif found on the present example—an arrangement of six-pointed stars above urns with flowers—was
used by several decorators in this region. Fabian further states that dated examples of architectural
chests range from 1764 to 1795. This chest, which retains its color and detail and descended in the
family to its present owner, closely resembles another chest formerly in the collection of the Art
Institute of Chicago (illustrated in the aforementioned publication, image 122). Join us at Freeman’s on
April 26 to bid on this blanket chest.
Lynda A. Cain | +1 267.414.1237
lcain@freemansauction.com
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From the Emperor’s Collection
Fine Asian Works of Art
This extremely rare set of forty-eight inksticks contained in two fine gilt-lacquered ‘dragon’ boxes
were made by Wang Weigao, a famous inkstick artist who served in the Imperial Court of Emperor
Qianlong (1711-1799). They illustrate the process of cotton cultivation and manufacturing in ancient
China. Each inkstick is delicately carved on one side with a particular stage of the process, and
is inscribed and gilded with a poem written by Emperor Qianlong on the reverse. It is the only
completely preserved set known to exist and will be offered in Lyon & Turnbull’s Fine Asian Art
auction in May.
Lee Young | +44(0)207 930 9115
lee.young@lyonandturnbull.com
Set of Forty-Eight Imperial Inksticks in Lacquered
‘Dragon’ Boxes

Exquisite Workmanship
Fine Asian Works of Art
Massive in size, this full-tip rhinoceros horn is one of the finest examples of the art of carving in
imperial China. It shows a continuous scene of a procession of figures in a mountainous landscape
with monkeys clambering playfully on peach branches while deer and buffalo rest carefree below pine
trees. For centuries, rhinoceros horn carvings have been considered among the most valued of ancient
Chinese works of art. Believed to have magical and aphrodisiacal powers, the horn material was
extremely precious and expensive to obtain, making carvings such as the present example, featured in
Lyon & Turnbull’s May auction, very rare to acquire.
Lee Young | +44(0)207 930 9115
lee.young@lyonandturnbull.com

Exquisitely carved and pierced full-tip rhinoceros
horn | £40,000-60,000 ($50,000-75,000)

The Marjorie Goodwin Collection
Fine Asian Works of Art
The collection of Marjorie Goodwin (née Cussons 1902-1983), widely known as ‘The Mother of
Imperial Leather’, will be offered in Lyon & Turnbull’s May Fine Asian Works of Art auction.
Marjorie was an international hockey player who played for England before joining Cussons Imperial
Leather as Marketing Director. She developed the brand throughout the 1940s, 50s and 60s before
becoming President of the Cussons Group in the 1970s. Marjorie lived in Hong Kong in the 1950s
where she began collecting Chinese art. After returning to the UK, Marjorie continued to pursue her
passion for collecting, buying from reputed London dealers such as John Sparks.
Detail of a finely carved cinnabar lacquer scroll
end table
£15,000-25,000 ($18,750-31,250)

Lee Young | +44(0)207 930 9115
lee.young@lyonandturnbull.com
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Bendor Grosvenor | Lyon & Turnbull
Newly Appointed to the Board
The leading art historian and broadcaster Dr. Bendor Grosvenor has
joined the board of Scotland’s premier auction house. Grosvenor, who
specialises in Old Masters, is best known for his work on BBC1’s Fake
or Fortune and more recently on BBC4’s Britain’s Lost Masterpieces. He
has discovered important lost paintings by artists such as Rubens, Van
Dyck and Gainsborough. His most significant Scottish art discovery was
finding a lost portrait of Bonnie Prince Charlie by Allan Ramsay, which
was recently acquired by the Scottish National Portrait Gallery.
In joining the board of Lyon & Turnbull, Grosvenor will help shape
the company’s strategic plan to expand its reach both nationally and
internationally. He will also advise on Lyon & Turnbull’s planned new
digital offering as the company takes art and auctioneering to new
audiences online. His expertise reinforces Lyon & Turnbull’s reputation
as the pre-eminent saleroom outside London for Fine Art.
Lyon & Turnbull’s Managing Director, Gavin Strang, said: ‘We are
delighted that Bendor is joining us, fate certainly smiled on Lyon &
Turnbull when he chose to move to Edinburgh with his family. He
epitomises the future direction of the company embracing Old Masters
as he does in both his expertise and his engagement in the digital world.’
Dr Grosvenor said: ‘I have spent most of my career being a dealer, but
I have always secretly wanted to be an auctioneer. For many years I
have loved visiting (and bidding in) Lyon & Turnbull’s beautiful auction
rooms—and I am now so pleased to be joining the company’s board at
this exciting time. The auction world has such potential to help bring the
Old Masters, with their endlessly fascinating stories, to new audiences,
something I am passionate about.’
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Amy Parenti | Freeman’s
Vice President and Department Head, Appraisals and
Trusts & Estates
Amy Parenti, Freeman’s new Trusts & Estates (TE) Department Head, brings enthusiasm and extensive
experience to her new role. Ms. Parenti joined Freeman’s in 2006 as a Consignment Coordinator in the
Appraisal Department, eventually becoming an Associate Specialist in its American Furniture, Folk &
Decorative Arts Department. In 2012, she transitioned to Head of the Appraisal Department and joined
Trusts & Estates. Both positions allowed first-hand experience in valuing personal property whether it be
for sale or part of an appraisal report. Ms. Parenti further enhanced her appraisal report writing skills and
knowledge by becoming an accredited member of the Appraisers Association of America.
Freeman’s Appraisals and Trusts & Estates Departments maintain its goal of striving for excellent
customer service and providing the highest professional standards. With plans in place to continue TE
development coast-to-coast , Ms. Parenti will also develop strategies that include the use of all types of
media—print, social, and internet, to pass on the Freeman’s message to the TE community. Freeman’s
is excited to have Ms. Parenti in her new role-growing the department and creating strategies that will
positively impact the many needs of our clients.
Amy Parenti | +1 267.414.1223
aparenti@freemansauction.com

Benjamin A. Farina | Freeman’s
Vice President and Department Head of Asian Arts
It is with pleasure that Freeman’s welcomes the return of Ben Farina to head the Asian Arts Department.
He was Gallery Director at Freeman’s from 1992-1997 and since then has worked with auction houses
and appraisal companies in New York City. During an eight-year tenure at Sotheby’s, Mr. Farina
researched and catalogued a wide-range of rare materials for their Chinese Works of Art, Fine Arts and
Arcade Decorative and Arts Departments, joining Gurr Johns Inc. in 2009. He holds a Master’s Degree
in Fine and Decorative Arts from Manchester University though Sotheby’s Institute London, and is a
certified member of the Appraisers Association of America (AAA). A native of the Delaware Valley
area, he is happy to return to his roots: “I am excited to be rejoining the Freeman’s team after twenty
years. It is such a rare opportunity to be able to apply all my years of experience in the arena where I
first learned my trade.”
Benjamin A. Farina |+1 267.414.1219
bfarina@freemansauction.com
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A View from the East
Fine Asian Works of Art
Building on 20 years’ experience working alongside his father, Jonathan
Macey, Founder of Macey & Sons - Fine Art Brokers and Auctioneers, made
the courageous move West to East, evolving his family-owned enterprise
into a trusted Hong Kong brand. A decade on, 2017 heralds the launch of a
new concept and announces a strategic alliance with Lyon & Turnbull.
Specialising principally in Chinese and East Asian art, Macey & Sons
have a wide-ranging portfolio. 2016 featured iconic names such as Fang
Zhaoling and Han YaJuan, as well as emerging artists Francesco Lietti,
Mitchell Schorr and Shazia Imran. 2017 exclusives will see masterpiece
exhibitions of Claude Monet, Fleur Cowles and Salvador Dalí.
Jonathan’s best piece of advice is “to have a diverse portfolio and not
put all of your eggs in the same basket”. Now, as well as buying whole
artworks, individuals have the exclusive opportunity to make safer returns
on investments via co-owned pieces. This new-to-market concept will
launch with a masterpiece from Claude Monet at Macey & Sons Lot88
Gallery in 2017.
Macey & Sons is proud to partner with Lyon & Turnbull to enhance the
global reach of both auction houses. The alliance combines a wealth of
expertise with a geographical vantage point spanning Europe to Asia that
will provide greater variety and favour to investors and sellers across the
Eastern and Western art markets.
The pair have already debuted in partnership at last year’s Asian Art in
London as well as producing unique client events in Hong Kong during
summer 2016. Lyon & Turnbull Director Lee Young comments: “I am
delighted Jonathan has found such success in Hong Kong and am thrilled
to be working with him once again after a fruitful early career working
together as colleagues at Philips Son & Neal in our formative years.”
Lee Young | +44(0)207 930 9115
lee.young@lyonandturnbull.com
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Scientific Instruments, Clocks & Technology
As part of our Scientific Instruments, Clocks & Technology auction, we are delighted to offer a rare
Scottish Cuff-type microscope by John Miller, circa 1770s.
Miller was the founder of a dynasty of important Scottish scientific instrument makers of the 18th and
19th centuries, the Adie business, Alexander Adie being Miller’s nephew. Miller produced a variety of
pieces for the University of Edinburgh and for local surveyors, but he also provided luxury items, such
as this microscope, for wealthy patrons. Scottish cuff-type microscopes were rarely known, with other
earliest examples being made after 1805 regularly based on London designs.
Theo Burrell | +44(0)131 557 8844
theo.burrell@lyonandturnbull.com
Rare Scottish cuff-type microscope by John Miller
Circa 1770s
£8,000-12,000 ($10,000-15,000)

Nitrogen and the Over 10.00 Carat Club
Jewelry
Diamonds over 10.00 carats are extremely rare and command a premium in the international market.
Freeman’s is delighted to offer a stunning square, symmetrically-shaped, diamond in its May 17 Fine
Jewelry auction, weighing 13.16 carats and graded by the Gemological Institute of America as Fancy
Light Yellow, VS1. The most common “impurity” is nitrogen which is responsible for the yellow color of
this gem, making it extremely desirable with traits that are coveted by the world’s diamond buyers.
For details about previewing this ring and other auction highlights in London, New York, Beverly Hills
and Philadelphia, please contact Freeman’s Jewelry specialists.
Virginia Salem | +1 267.414.1233
vsalem@freemansauction.com
West Coast
Michael Larsen | +1 818.205.3608
mlarsen@freemansauction.com

A fancy light yellow diamond, VS1 weighing 13.16
carats $140,000-180,000
(£112,000-144,000)

A Richmond Powerhouse Couple
The Richmond Collections
Freeman’s Southeast team based in Richmond, Virginia continues diligently to source major
consignments. This February’s Richmond Collections auction features an exceptional selection of Asian
Decorative Arts from a private Florida collector; an extensive and dazzling collection of items belonging
to Richmond’s own Mariah Robinson; and estate jewelry and silver from that city’s long-established
Bachrach Jewelers.

Mariah Robinson and Max Spigle, Jr. circa 2000.

Southeast Vice President, Colin Clarke, along with the support of his team of art market professionals,
Debra Clarke, Holen Miles Lewis, and Emilia Penney, continues to firmly secure Freeman’s regional
presence. Happily, the Richmond Collections sale is a result of their efforts and the valued trust of its
consignors.
Emilia Penney | +1 804.938.8221
epenney@freemansauction.com
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Inspiration

Self-Portrait on the Border Line Between Mexico and the United States, 1932, Frida Kahlo, Oil on metal, 12-1/2 x 13-3/4 inches (31.8 x 34.9 cm), (Colección Maria y Manuel
Reyero, New York) © Banco de México Diego Rivera Frida Kahlo Museums Trust, Mexico, D.F./Artists Rights Society (ARS), New York
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&Acclaim

Celebrating
Modern Mexican Art

R

ecently and most notably, several museum exhibitions have reflected
a turn in the Latin American art market, away from the minimalism
and kinetic movements of the 1960s and 1970s, towards the more
classic works of the earlier parts of the twentieth century. From
exhibitions in Paris, Canada, and Philadelphia, the focus has been on a period
often called the “Mexican Renaissance,” a time when Mexico City was a
cosmopolitan hotbed of creativity and social idealism, a place which attracted
artists from the all over the world.
In 1920, in an attempt to improve literacy and unite the Mexican people, José
Vasconcelos, the Minister of Education, initiated a nationalistic art and education
program which included the commissioning of narrative murals. Artists were
asked to illustrate both the history and contemporary reforms of modern Mexico.
These commissions evolved into the Mexican Muralist Movement whose
imagery was not unlike that of the social realists Thomas Hart Benton, Philip
Evergood, and Reginald Marsh in the United States.
By the late 1920s, the Mexican muralists were some of the most internationally
famous artists of their time. Los Tres Grandes—The Three Great Ones—Diego
Rivera, with his outsized personality, José Clemente Orozco, who chronicled
the suffering of mankind at war, and David Alfaro Siqueiros, the political radical
who experimented with spray paint and the throwing of enamel car paint onto
the canvas (Jackson Pollock attended his classes in New York), all executed
commissions in the United States and Mexico.
Siqueiros pushed the limits, both in politics and artistic techniques. He had to
leave Mexico several times for political reasons and created murals in Argentina,
Chile, the United States, and Cuba. His most important work is considered La
Marcha de la Humanidad (The March of Humanity) a project incorporating murals
and innovative architecture in Mexico City. No less riveting, Orozco’s murals can
be seen at New York’s New School, Dartmouth College, and Pomona College,
but to experience his work in all its glory, a trip to Guadalajara, Mexico and the
ceilings at the Instituto Cabañas will leave you breathless.
Among the several murals Rivera did in the United States, one of the most
famous are the courtyard murals depicting modern industry at the Detroit
Institute of Arts, commissioned by the Ford family. When it came time for
his Man at the Crossroads at Rockefeller Center in New York, his inclusion
of a portrait of Vladimir Lenin caused a rift with the Rockefeller family and
the mural was destroyed. Rivera did another version of this work years later,
which can be seen today at the Palacio de Bellas Artes in Mexico City. The
Philadelphia Museum of Art’s recent exhibition, Paint the Revolution, brilliantly
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reproduced his Mexican Ministry of
Education mural in an interactive format
where visitors could zoom into the details
of what is a wonderfully complex and
monumental work.
Rivera is perhaps the best known of Los
Tres Grandes, not only for his work, but also
in recent years for his tumultuous life with
his third wife, Frida Kahlo. She worked in
his shadow, but was never overshadowed,

became better known to a larger audience,
thanks to Hayden Herrera’s best selling
biography in 1983. Kahlo’s obsessive
chronicling of her life, her introspection,
and self analysis somehow speaks to
the contemporary fascination with the
voyeurism of social media. In the passionate
novel that was their life, Rivera was always
a great admirer and supporter of Kahlo’s
work saying, “she is the best painter I know,
she copies nobody else.”

arrived with the European artists fleeing
war-torn Europe in the late 1930s. Mexican
photographers Manuel Álvarez Bravo, his
ex-wife Lola Álvarez Bravo, and Emilio
Amero, created works that bridged the
eternal Mexico with a modern surrealism.
The Spanish Civil War and World War II
brought a diaspora of European artists,
writers, poets and cinematographers to
Mexico, amongst them Leonora Carrington,

Liberation of the Peon, 1931, Diego Rivera, Fresco, 6 feet 1 inches x 7 feet 10-1/4 inches (185.4 x 239.4 cm), (Philadelphia Museum of Art: Gift of Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
Cameron Morris, 1943-46-1) © Banco de México Diego Rivera Frida Kahlo Museums Trust, Mexico, D.F./Artists Rights Society (ARS), New York

managing their complicated lives, as well
as dedicating herself to her painting. Kahlo
was very proud of being married to the
famous painter, sometimes signing her
work and letters as Frida or Frieda (her
father was German) Rivera. Unlike Rivera,
she worked on an intimate scale, often
painting on tin or wood in a jewel-like
Renaissance style with tiny brushstrokes.
Her work was known in artistic circles and
collected by a few dedicated patrons, but
it was not until many years after her early
death at the age of 47 in 1954, that she
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Photographers from around the world
also flocked to Mexico between the Wars,
attracted by the people, landscape, and
the vibrant artistic scene. Italian Tina
Modotti produced iconic images of Mexico
and served as a model for her then lover,
Edward Weston. Paul Strand and Henri
Cartier-Bresson created important bodies
of work during their time spent in Mexico.
It is in the area of photography where you
can perhaps best see the links between the
nationalistic social themes of the earlier
part of the period and Surrealism, which

Remedios Varo, Alice Rahon, and Kati
and José Horna. This group conveyed
the precepts of the Surrealist movement
to the thriving art scene and created
a great impression on young Mexican
artists. André Breton, the French “Pope” of
Surrealism, together with Austrian painter
Wolfgang Paalen and Peruvian poet César
Moro, organized the international exhibition
of Surrealism at pioneer gallerist Inés
Amor’s Galería de Arte Mexicano in 1940.
They incorporated works by Kahlo and
Rivera, as well as the very private Antonio

Ruíz, nicknamed “El Corcito.” Many of these émigré artists
felt at home in Mexico and never returned to Europe—
Carrington, Varo, Horna and Rahon all became naturalized
and are considered Mexican artists by their adopted
country of choice.
It seems fitting that a re-examination of early Mexican
Modernism in Paint the Revolution—with its inclusion
of artists rarely seen outside of Mexico, foreign artists
working in Mexico, and not so familiar early works by
well-known artists such as Rufino Tamayo and Gunther
Gerzso— took place at the Philadelphia Museum of
Art. The exhibition, in partnership with the Museo del
Palacio de Bellas Artes in Mexico City, gives a more
realistic view of the contemporary art scene in Mexico
City. The Philadelphia Museum of Art had been a pioneer
in collecting and exhibiting art of this era, thanks to
several of its visionary curators. Paintings and sculpture
curator Henry Clifford organized the landmark exhibition,
Mexican Art Today in 1943. (Freeman’s was honored
to have sold part of the Clifford library in 2016.) Carl
Zigrosser, who served as curator of Prints, Drawings
& Manuscripts from 1941–1963, brought his extensive
experience as the director of New York’s legendary
Weyhe Gallery which published the now famous
lithographs by Rivera, Siqueiros and Orozco.
The link with Mexico continued under the aegis of
the late curator and Philadelphia Museum of Art
Director, Anne d’Harnoncourt. She grew up with a
strong connection to Mexico thanks to her father, René
d’Harnoncourt, Director of New York’s Museum of
Modern Art from 1949–1967. The senior d’Harnoncourt
had lived in Mexico in the late 1920s and organized one
of the first exhibitions of Mexican applied arts in the
United States at the Metropolitan Museum of Art in
New York in 1930. Philadelphia’s link with Mexico has
continued to the present with the first major exhibition of
Colonial art from the Americas, Tesoros: The Arts in Latin
America 1492-1820, curated by the Museum’s Joseph
Rishel in 2006.

Paint the Revolution:
Mexican Modernism, 1910–1950
Now through May 7, 2017
Museo del Palacio de Bellas Artes
For more information, visit
museopalaciodebellasartes.gob.mx

Self-Portrait with Popocatépetl, 1928, Dr. Atl (Gerardo Murillo), Atl color (oil, wax, dry
resin, and gasoline) on canvas, 26 3/4 x 26 3/4 inches, Philadelphia Museum of Art,
Gift of Dr. MacKinley Helm, 1949

Today, once again, contemporary Mexico City is
a magnet for international artists, inspired by that
country’s beauty, history, and most importantly,
exceptional fellow Mexican artists. Today’s art scene
in Mexico City is very active, the contemporary art fair
ZONA MACO, held in February, has become one of the
important stops on the international art fair circuit and
Mexican galleries are present in the most important art
fairs in the United States and Europe. A long weekend in
Mexico City is a perfect cultural getaway with top notch
museums, art galleries, concerts and restaurants. Plan
your trip this spring and experience Paint the Revolution
in the city where it all began.
Carmen Melián has been a leading advisor, specialist and professor
in the Latin American art field for over 25 years. Ms. Melián founded
Melián Arts in 2014, a full-service art advisory and appraisal
business helping private, corporate and museum clients manage
all aspects of their collections. She is a member of Arttable and the
Appraisers Association of America.

Woman of Tehuantepec, c. 1929, Tina Modotti, Gelatin silver print,
8-3/8 x 7-3/8 inches (21.3 x 18.7 cm), (Philadelphia Museum of Art:
Gift of Mr. and Mrs. Carl Zigrosser)
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How Does One Insure
These Beautiful Items?

A

ll of the beautiful items that you
see in this magazine—and the
buildings that they are housed
in—require protection, but this
is not as straightforward as it might seem,
and possibly not as costly.
For Freeman’s and Lyon & Turnbull, the
sheer range of the items that comes into
their possession not only requires careful
handling but careful packing too as many
of them not only travel within the USA and
the UK but across the Atlantic and, in the
case of the £3.6m Chinese stem cup sold
last summer in Hong Kong, sometimes
further afield.
This particularly valuable piece of
porcelain, though, travelled in luxury in
chauffeur-driven cars and with its own
seat on the plane!
The fact that auction houses are
custodians of these objects for relatively
short periods of time forces them and
their advisers to consider all the unusual
aspects of looking after them on a
continuous daily basis, but this is not
always the case for both commercial
organisations and private individuals—
and a lack of attention can prove both
dangerous and costly.
One of the main problems with insurance
is that, unlike the items that it helps to
protect, it is not very glamourous. It is
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often assumed that the status quo is
adequate for one’s purposes but, while
the low level of inflation in recent years
has not had its traditional effect on values,
fashion has.
As Asian art and contemporary paintings
have rocketed in value in the last five to
ten years—and jewellery, gold and silver
have almost kept pace—‘brown furniture’
has slumped as both living styles and
the ease of replacement have changed
and the attraction of Scottish pictures of
Highland scenes in the 19th century is no
longer high.
Therefore, one could be under protected
in some areas—and over protected and
thus paying more premium in others—and
so the need to create a baseline that is
regularly reviewed is essential and cost
effective and this can only be achieved
through a valuation by experts.
Some clients shy away from this—or just
never get round to it—but it is not only
affordable, it can be updated easily and
cheaply on a regular basis, usually with no
need for further visits to one’s premises.
What this does, though, is provide the
client with agreed values that insurance
companies will accept and has two
consequences.
Firstly, there is no debate at point of claim
as to values—the client receives that

value and receives it quickly. Even with
commercial clients, the same principles
apply where agreed values and excellent
curatorial records lead to quick settlement.
However, the second point is one that is
not generally known and this is the fact that
some works of art—especially paintings
and furniture—attract a lower insurance
premium than general contents. This is
partly because, in the case of paintings, the
Art Register makes it difficult to dispose of
a painting but also due to the fact that one’s
general contents include all one’s electronic
and high technology equipment—which can
be passed on.
Therefore, by classifying one’s possessions
accurately, this can lead to one obtaining
a lower insurance premium. Indeed, such
is the competition from a small but eager
group of insurers in this part of the market
that, armed with an up to date valuation,
the client can secure more favourable
terms in over 60% of cases.
One last word of warning, though—lock
up your jewellery. This is attractive to
thieves as rings and other pieces can
be reset easily and the valuable metal
melted down. Witness the fact that there
have been several high profile raids on
jewellery retailers in Scotland alone in
recent years. But the message remains
the same—dust off the insurance policy
and get it updated.
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Metamorphosis of an
Architectural

Gem
Above:
Built in 1878, the Eustis home was designed by architect
William Randolph Emerson and the interiors feature the
“aesthetic movement” style in Massachusetts.
Left:
Eustis House circa 1890. Private Collection.
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t has been said that F. Scott Fitzgerald may
have gotten it wrong when he wrote, “there are
no second acts in American lives.” If anything,
the United States is a place of reinvention and
second chances. Nothing appears more evident
when the subject is architectural preservation and
the life of a building. Currently, the regional heritage
organization, Historic New England, is turning the
imposing Eustis Estate in Milton, Massachusetts into
a modern museum and study center. The time has
come for its “second act.”

on the ninety-seven-acre estate. Known as the Eustis
Estate Historic District, it was recently added to the
National Register of Historic Places.
When the Eustis Estate restoration is complete in
May 2017, the property’s garage will be turned into
a visitor’s center and the home’s library will become
a resource room. Gittleman “really wants people to
experience the home in their own way.” Not only will
there be rooms where they can sit on the furniture
and interact with the space, he added, “there will be

Massachusetts’s Eustis Estate
The Eustis Estate is unlike any other in the Greater
Boston area. It is a rare, surviving example of
stunning and intact late nineteenth century
architectural and interior design details and will soon
be open to the public for the first time. The house,
built in 1878 with an imposing stone façade, was
designed by renowned Boston architect William
Ralph Emerson (1833-1917), cousin of poet Ralph
Waldo Emerson.
The house was constructed for William Ellery
Channing Eustis and Edith Hemenway Eustis, a
newlywed couple, both of whom came from wealthy
families that owned large plots of land next to each
other. Although the Eustis family was well-connected
and wealthy, the Hemenway family was one of the
wealthiest families in America. Built in the middle
of the two plots, the home’s interior showcases
the “aesthetic movement” style in Massachusetts.
Peter Gittleman, the visitor experience team leader
at Historic New England, observes, “It was a time in
design history when people of upper classes engaged
in design were appreciating art for art’s sake. The
colors, the ceilings, the dark wood floor—it was a
place that filled up your senses. This appreciation
resulted in details, including stained-glass windows,
naturalistic tiles, sophisticated paint treatments, and
intricate carvings.”
Supported by generous donations, Historic New
England purchased the home in 2012 for $7.1 million.
Because they were able to talk to family members
who lived in the home, Historic New England could
gather stories that have been passed down through
three generations and led to research tips that could
help confirm hunches when determining the home’s
history. The family continued to live on the estate
for a few more years until Historic New England
took complete control and turned the home into a
museum, in addition to protecting the other buildings

tethered iPads to learn stories of people who lived
and worked there, the process of restoration, and the
home’s architecture and design.”
Since only a few of the home’s rooms are furnished
with original pieces, four of the large bedrooms will
be used as rotating exhibition galleries. The first
exhibition at the Eustis Estate, Mementos: Jewelry
of Life and Love from Historic New England, will open

Restorer Mary Aldrich from International Fine Art Conservation
Studios (IFACS) working on-site.

in May. Mementos will present approximately 130
pieces of jewelry with complementary textiles,
portraits, and photographs, all carefully chosen from
Historic New England’s extensive collections. The
exhibition will reveal the personal stories symbolized
by exquisite jewelry and adornment made and worn
in New England.
The Eustis property has been reborn and polished to
shine as brightly as some of the jewels in its inaugural
exhibition. The story of its transformation from grand
family home to museum will soon be complete, and
its final chapter in New England’s cultural history yet
to be told.

For more information on the Eustis Estate Museum and Study Center, please call 857.317.2511 or visit historicnewengland.org.
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JOAN EARDLEY
A Private View
A discussion with
Heroica Theatre Company

Heroica Theatre Company’s public workshop reading of their upcoming work, Joan Eardley: A Private View. Inset: Joan Eardley at work. Image courtesy of The Scottish Gallery
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Joan Eardley is back in the forefront of people’s minds with the recent opening of a
major retrospective of her work at the National Galleries of Scotland, Joan Eardley:
A Sense of Place. To celebrate the occasion, Heroica Theatre Company are launching
their dramatic interpretation of Joan’s life, Joan Eardley: A Private View. Paintings
Specialist Carly Shearer met with Anna Carlisle from Heroica to discuss the project.

Who is Heroica Theatre Company?
How did it start?
Heroica Theatre Company (launched
in 2015) began life as Square Peg
Productions in 2005—founded in West
Yorkshire—operating then at a fairly local
level and focusing mostly on women of
the north. It was all inspired by the life
of Lady Anne Clifford of Westmorland/
North Yorkshire whose fascinating story
we brought to life in her home castles of
Skipton and Brougham. Eleven years on
and seven heroines later, we now exist to
tell the stories—through promenade and
interactive theatre experiences—of women
who, across the history of Britain, have
achieved great things yet been overlooked
or forgotten: ‘unsung maverick women’.
We have expanded into touring our
productions further afield and performing
in interesting non-theatre spaces, such as
gardens and art galleries. The company is
run by me, Anna Carlisle, resident writer
and Alexandra Mathie, actor.
What stories have you explored in your
past performances?
As a writer, I was inspired to look into the
lives of women who had either carved
niches within their own communities
or made amazing contributions to the
national heritage of Britain. As the
company evolved, I realised that we
were spanning a vast range of eras: five
centuries of female experience from the
fifteenth century to virtually the present
day! These women ranged from royalty
to shop-keepers, via landed gentry,
suffragettes and highly skilled working
women. The productions all explored the
lives of these heroines - and the men and
women closest to them. Specifically, they
have been:
Queen Anne Neville, wife of King Richard III
Lady Anne Clifford, landowner and
benefactor
Elizabeth Blackwell, botanical illustrator
Margaret Fell, a founder of Quakerism
Martha Crossley, mill owner’s wife and
philanthropist in her own right
Lavena Saltonstall, suffragette and activist
Alice Longstaff, photographer
and now…Joan Eardley.

What drew you to Joan Eardley, and to try
to engage with the life and work of a visual
artist?
The 2007 National Galleries of Scotland
retrospective! We were mesmerized by
the land- and seascapes that looked as
fresh as if they’d been painted yesterday:
the extraordinary audacity of Eardley’s
textures and the vibrancy of their colours.
We were captivated and intrigued by the
life story that was filtering through the
film footage and echoed in the portraits:
a solitary-seeming woman in a studio
yet giving life and, even more, a sort of
‘eternity’ to a range of children from the
streets of Townhead—as well as to a
small fishing village on the east coast. We
resolved to find out all about her—and
from there I would say quite simply that
she became part of our lives—well before
we were persuaded to make her the
subject of a Heroica production!
Different from your historical subjects,
there are living memories of Joan—
through friends and family, and portrait
sitters—how has this affected your
creative process?
Well, Alice Longstaff (who died
in 1992) was also a subject with a
vast ‘entourage’ of local people who
remembered and treasured her—like
Joan Eardley, she was well known in a
small community whose lives she had
touched through her artistry. We learned
in that research process how valuable
people’s real memories are and how
delicately they must be handled. We had
to find a balance between what we all
knew and what we would all want to see
re-created: to re-imagine the heroine’s
life—and that of her contemporaries—
and create a dramatic persona without
slavish attachment on our part to fact
and chronology and detail. We learned
the process of re-conjuring the essence
of the person people remembered in the
flesh. We ensure that we leave enough
space in the final theatre experience for
people to project their own memories
and knowledge into the new person they
see before them—and our experience
has proved that the outcome is both
moving and dramatic.

The process of writing this piece has been
very public—with public readings and
performances by the cast being held even
as you still develop your ideas and the
script—how has this affected the play and
your own creative process?
Public readings are designed largely
to test whether we are achieving our
goals: for example (as described above),
to make sure we are not stepping on
people’s memory offerings or creating
a set of contexts that people will not
recognize. Public feedback is vital to
our work because it alerts us to what is
being received by the audiences: how
much they are learning about the person
and their work, and whether it rings
true to the people who knew—or didn’t
know—the heroine. The presentation of
the full work-in-progress in Edinburgh
last May allowed us to know whether the
production elements were going to work;
and whether our imagined version was
actually getting to grips with the reality
of what will finally be received by the
audiences. It’s also a honing process: it’s a
bit like permission-granting which leads to
a new sense of freedom and confidence to
innovate. As the writer, I find the process
enlightening and disarming: it inspires
honest re-crafting as a direct outcome of
people’s responses—and of course this
helps the final play become a truly shared
piece of theatre.
What do you feel a dramatic interpretation
of Joan’s life will offer that can’t be
learned, experienced or created through
traditional visual art exhibitions and
lectures?
It’s the shared energy of creating this piece
of work with an audience: we enter that
space between the painting and the viewer,
and into it we inject the artist—and explore
that space further to see if we can touch the
energy that created that painting and spark
off a relationship between it and where
it came from. By embodying the artist
theatrically, we allow people to interact
directly with that energy.
As you have worked on the play, has your
view of Joan and personal experience of
her art changed?
Put simply, no. It has, rather, grown. Just
grown. And grows apace!
Joan Eardley: A Private View is still
in process. For further information
on the project, please visit:
heroicatheatrecompany.co.uk.
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This silver quaich bears an incorrect hallmark on its base.

C

onsumer protection is often thought to be a
relatively modern system. However, we in the
Silver and Jewellery industry of the United
Kingdom have the good fortune to work with one of
the oldest systems in the country.
The Hallmarking Acts began in England under the
rule of Edward I with the establishment of the sterling
standard (92.5% of pure silver in coins or article)
The great difference between this system and that of
the majority of other countries is the independence
of the actual assaying, or testing, of the items. In
the United Kingdom, you are obliged to submit the
articles to an independent authority who will test the
standard and give the appropriate hallmark. In most
other countries in the world it is self-assessment,
which can lead to misleading marks on base metal
or items of sub-par standard made by less than
honest silversmiths or jewellers. As gold and silver
are valuable as metals, this can be a lucrative way of
making extra money.
The system generally works well, but in the auction
industry we often come across items that have
been faked, pieces made up from older articles or
objects with forged marks, plain and simple. Beyond
these dangers, another thing we must look out
for is alteration to the use of an item. Under the
Hallmarking Act, if the actual function of a piece
is altered by adding or removing silver it should be
re-assayed (however, added decoration that does
not change the function of the object is exempt from
being re-assayed).
The example shown to the right is, or was, a rather
attractive plain mug from 1775. It would have been
totally plain originally, as the decoration was not
added until the 19th century. This wouldn’t have
required the item to be re-assayed, as the changes
did not alter the function of the vessel, but the
problem here is the added hinged lid and spout,
which changed the object from a mug into a pitcher.
These have not been assayed so the item can still be
owned by a collector but cannot be sold until it has
been checked and re-assayed.
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Crossed-out hallmarks on the base of the quaich show the London
plate committee’s handiwork after testing.

The quaich shown here is an item that we knew to be
‘wrong’ as the piece bears a date letter for Edinburgh
1731 but no Assay Master initials, which were used
instead of a sterling standard during the early part
of Edinburgh’s hallmarking system. The piece does,
however, have the thistle mark which indicates the
piece is of sterling standard. The problem here is that
the thistle as a mark was not used until 1759-60.
The piece was put forward to the plate committee
in London and deemed to be incorrectly hallmarked.
In days gone by, the whole piece may have been
destroyed and a lump of metal returned to the owner.
Nowadays the approach is more sympathetic: the
marks on the piece are crossed out at the assay office
and the piece is given a case number stamped onto
the piece. If the changes to the piece comply with
current standards it is then assayed and shown to be
of sterling standard.
In Lyon & Turnbull’s February Jewellery & Silver
auction, we had an interesting case of a matched set
of comports and bowls that had the hallmarks ‘let in’.
That is, the bowls and plates were made in the 19th
century in an 18th century style, and to improve the
value by making them appear older, hallmarks from
an earlier piece – probably a spoon-- were cut and
inserted into the relevant space on the foot rim. The
set for auction had the original marks crossed out by
the Edinburgh Assay Office, and upon testing was
issued with fresh hallmarks. The eventual auction
price reflected their value as an interesting decorative
set of silver comports from the 19th century rather
than a much more valuable set from the 18th century.
This problem is surprisingly not rare and features
primarily on objects from the 19th century. For many
years, we have carried out valuations where this
has occurred, often with old family silver where the
likelihood of it being examined closely would not
happen for many years.
Interested in learning more about fakes and forgeries
in silver? The London Assay Office runs informal day
courses where one can gain hands-on experience
with items from their archive collection. For further
details, contact www.thegoldsmiths.co.uk.

Dark Arts

Fakes
Forgeries

&
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Exquisite Details, Unparalleled Collections
Join The Royal Oak Foundation for unlimited access to
the National Trust of England, Wales & Northern Ireland
EXPLORE hundreds of the world’s

finest historic homes and collections

DISCOVER stunning gardens
and glorious landscape parks

EXPERIENCE the UK at home
with lectures in select US cities

Save 20% on basic-level
membership with
code: FREEMANS17

The Royal Oak Foundation • 20 West 44th Street, Ste 606 • New York, NY 10036
212.480.2889, ext. 205 • www.royal-oak.org/join

Inventing Downtown:
Artist-Run Galleries in
New York City, 1952–1965

The Royal Oak Foundation
Spring Lectures
Spring 2017
Philadelphia, Washington D.C., Boston,
Beverly Hills
Freeman’s is a proud supporter of The
Royal Oak Foundation which brings us
centuries of British scholarship, scandal, and
enlightenment through lectures and special
events. This spring’s roster includes a variety
of speakers and topics: John Crichton, 7th
Earl of Erne on Northern Ireland’s Crom
Castle, his family’s seat; George Goodwin’s
account of Benjamin Franklin’s British years;
Curt DiCamillo’s rich visual history of the
residences and life of American William
Waldorf Astor who became an English Lord;
and author Sally Bedell Smith on her new
biography of Britain’s Prince Charles.

Now through April 1, 2017
New York University’s Grey Art Gallery,
New York City
Examining the New York art scene during
the years between the peak of Abstract
Expressionism and the rise of Pop Art and
Minimalism, Inventing Downtown is the
first exhibition to survey this vital period
from the vantage point of its artist-run
galleries—crucibles of experimentation
and innovation that radically changed the
art world. With more than 200 works in a
variety of media, the show reveals a scene
that was more diverse than has previously
been acknowledged, with women and artists
of color playing major roles. It features
works by abstract and figurative painters and
sculptors—from those well-known to those
who deserve to be better known—along with
pioneers of installation and performance art.
Visit greyartgallery.nyu.edu for more
information.

Leith School of Art Charity
Auction
Spring 2017
Lyon & Turnbull, Edinburgh
Leith School of Art has inspired thousands
of students since 1986. As a charity, the
school offers a large number of assisted
places, runs community classes and engages
with local secondary schools. This auction
will be a unique opportunity to support a
well-established, popular art school while
purchasing art from its professional tutors
and alumni who are grounded in the school’s
well-respected drawing and painting
traditions, and who are inspired by and
reflective of contemporary Scotland.

For membership information or lecture
details, please visit royal-oak.org.

John Cohen, Red Grooms transporting artwork to
Reuben Gallery, New York, 1960. Gelatin silver print,
10 x 6 3/4 in. © John Cohen.
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The New Glasgow Boys
Exhibition

Image by the kind permission of the National Trust
for Scotland
Gloucester Harbor from Rocky Neck 1844; Oil on
canvas; 34 x 45 3/4 in. (86.4 x 116.2 cm); Signed
and dated lower right: F H Lane, 1844 . Cape Ann
Museum, Gloucester, Mass., Gift of Mrs. Jane Parker
Stacy (Mrs. George O. Stacy), 1948 (1289.1a)

Fitz Henry Lane: Online and
All Access
2017
Cape Ann Museum, Gloucester, Massachusetts
Regarded by many as the master of 19th
century American maritime painting, works
by Fitz Henry Lane are sought after by
collectors and museums alike. The Cape
Ann Museum in Gloucester, Massachusetts
has the honor to hold the single largest
collection of Lane’s works, most on
permanent display in the newly renovated
and expanded museum. In February 2016,
after years in the making, they launched
www.fitzhenrylaneonline.org This ongoing
endeavor brings Lane’s complete oeuvre
together in digital form, providing a resource
for researchers, scholars, students and the
public to examine this work more holistically
than has been previously possible.

Antiques Valuation Day at
The Hill House
March 25, 2017
The Hill House, Helensburgh
Lyon & Turnbull’s specialists will carry out
valuations of art and artefacts in conjunction
with the Lomond & Argyll Decorative and
Fine Art Society and the National Trust for
Scotland. Bring your treasures and have the
experts cast their professional eye over them.
Charges apply per quantity of items and the
proceeds from the event will go towards
conservation of The Hill House, Charles
Rennie Mackintosh’s domestic masterpiece.
Start checking your attic now!

The Old Bags’ Art Show
March 09, 2017
Lyon & Turnbull, Edinburgh
Lyon & Turnbull are delighted to be hosting
‘The Old Bags’ Art Show’ for The Prince’s
Trust this March. It will feature a range of
contemporary Scottish art created since The
Prince’s Trust was founded in 1976 and will
culminate in an auction event. The show will
include a mix of graduate, established and
renowned artists’ work and is named after
the highly successful ‘Lunch with an Old Bag’,
The Prince’s Trust biggest annual event held
in September at Prestonfield every year.

National Trust for Scotland
Foundation USA: Honoring
Filmmaker Ken Burns
March 28, 2017 | The Metropolitan Club,
New York
Ken Burns, a name synonymous with
reminding America about its own remarkable
history, will be awarded this year’s Great
Scot Award on March 29. The celebrated
filmmaker is best known for his outstanding
documentaries, Brooklyn Bridge, The Civil
War, Baseball, and Jazz. The event will take
place at New York City’s Metropolitan Club
as part of National Trust for Scotland USA’s
tenth annual fundraising gala, “A Celebration
of Scotland’s Treasures.” It will be a festive
evening, with proceeds going to support
historic landmarks such the Birthplace
Museum of the great Scottish bard, Robert
Burns, an ancestor of Ken Burns.
To purchase tickets to the gala, please visit
ntsusa.org or call 617.227.7500.
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The works have been lent from private
collections; if you are interested in lending a
work or for more information, please contact
James McNaught in our Glasgow office:
james.mcnaught@lyonandturnbull.com or
0141 333 1992.

PETER HOWSON
(scottish b.1958)
TIMELESS MARCH - (STUDY) 1992
Sold for £2600

Tim Llewellyn Photography

Visit capeannmuseum.org for more information.

April 03-28, 2017
182 Bath Street, Glasgow, G2 4HG
Lyon & Turnbull’s exhibition series continues
in 2017 with a look at works by The New
Glasgow Boys, a group from the Glasgow
School of Art taught by Sandy Moffat in the
late 20th century.

Experience History while
Exploring Scotland with the
Decorative Arts Trust

Auction Highlights Come
to London
May 01-04, 2017
La Galleria, Pall Mall, London
In early May, Lyon & Turnbull’s Paintings and
Jewellery & Silver departments return to La
Galleria, Pall Mall, London for their Spring
Auction Highlights View.
Previously, Lyon & Turnbull has used this
London gallery space to host everything from
guided whisky tastings to charity cocktail
nights and panel discussions on specific
artists. It is a perfect opportunity for our
London clients to view selected forthcoming
lots and chat with our specialists.

May 26-June 03, 2017
Scotland
Aiming to explore the sources of design
and style in architecture and the decorative
arts, the Trust sponsors biannual Study
Trips Abroad to destinations throughout the
British Isles and Continental Europe. Join
Trust members on upcoming excursions
to Scotland and Italy. Enjoy private and
behind-the-scenes tours by art historians
and curators to noteworthy historic houses
and museums, as well as the privilege of
visiting private homes and collections, all
while traveling in first-class comfort. While
in Edinburgh next spring we will even visit
the headquarters of Lyon & Turnbull, a grand
1821 Regency building!
Visit www.decorativeartstrust.org or call
610.627.4970 for more information.

Andrew Wyeth: In Retrospect
June 24 – September 17, 2017
Brandywine River Museum of Art, Chadds
Ford, PA
A retrospective of over one hundred of
Andrew Wyeth’s finest paintings and
works on paper, selected from major
museums and private collections, will
mark this year’s 100th anniversary of the
celebrated artist’s birth. An in-depth and
chronological examination of his career,
organized jointly by the Brandywine River
Museum and the Seattle Art Museum,
this exhibition will explore the evolution of
Wyeth’s work, the significance of outside
influences, and the subjects and themes
that continually occupied and inspired him
throughout his career. It will also examine
Wyeth’s unrelenting realism in the context
of twentieth-century art and his immense
public success.
Visit www.brandywine.org for more
information.

Andrew Wyeth (1917-2009)
Anna Christina, 1967, tempera
©2017 Andrew Wyeth/Artists Rights Society (ARS)
Jointly owned by Brandywine River Museum of Art
and Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, Anonymous Gifts
A view of the oval staircase at Culzean Castle.

Chinese Art Lecture in Bath
May 19, 2017
Bath Royal Literary & Scientific Institution
Lyon & Turnbull is pleased to partner with
the Museum of East Asian Art in Bath to
host a lecture around their current touring
exhibition, which showcases a range of
paintings by celebrated Chinese painter Hong
Ling. Our Asian Art specialist Dr Ling Zhu
will present a lecture exploring encounters
between Chinese and Western Art at the
Bath Royal Literary & Scientific Institution.
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A Conversation
Ramsay Slugg, Wealth Strategist
at U.S. Trust

R

ecently, Freeman’s spoke to Evan
Beard, National Art Services
Executive at U.S. Trust, and Ramsay
Slugg, Wealth Strategist at U.S. Trust,
about current fine art collecting trends, the
influence that the Trump Administration
may have on the general fine arts market,
as well as their thoughts about the
distribution of valuable personal assets
when estate planning for clients.
Given the climate of the months leading up
to the 2016 election, what trends do you
see emerging for collectors of fine art?
[Evan Beard] Post-election sentiment
across the art market seems conflicted,
which is no surprise. The art world is
generally at odds with itself politically. The
crosscurrents of a progressive social ethos
and reliance on the super-rich makes for a
strange bohemia. I think Trump’s election
may create a sort of art world equilibrium.
Artists, critics, curators, and whatever is left
of the avant-garde, return to a more natural
position outside a political incumbency they
view as déclassé, while gallerists, dealers,
and collectors can benefit from a stated
promise to reduce taxes and roll back
regulations. Beyond the cliché of economic
and political uncertainty, there remain
several wild cards. Will Trump’s promise
to eliminate the estate tax affect future
market supply? Will new tax code changes
reduce the benefits of donating art? Will
overall federal funding for the arts fall under
a Trump Administration? Could changes
in treatment to the carried interest tax
remove a segment of mega-collectors from
the market? One healthy trend, completely
untethered to Trump, seems to be a general
shift from speculation to connoisseurship.

Are there broader trends among the next
generation of collectors?
[Evan Beard] The collecting impulse has
taken many forms—from Renaissance
patronage to aristocratic pleasure to the
accumulation of social capital. The older
generation of current collectors has been
driven largely by legacy and lifestyle. But
there has been a slight philosophical shift
among younger collectors. They bring a far
more sophisticated understanding of how
art fits within their overall financial life.
They are far more commercially-driven,
socially-engaged, comfortable selling
works as their collecting shifts, comfortable
using their art as loan collateral, and far
more attuned to the tax and planning
ramifications of building and shepherding
a great collection. All of this means that
auction houses like Freeman’s are poised to
play a more central role over the course of
the collector’s journey.
Within the context of UHNW (ultra-high
net worth) collectors, what estate planning
initiatives are most helpful with respect to
dealing with fine art and collectibles?
[Ramsay Slugg] Perhaps the single most
important development in the area of estate
planning with art and collectibles is the
greatly enhanced awareness of the need
to incorporate these types of assets into a
comprehensive wealth and financial plan.
Not that many years ago, these assets
were, for the most part, an afterthought, if
they were even thought of at all. Today,
many more collectors and their advisors
are discussing and making plans for the
ultimate disposition of these assets. More
specifically, as it relates to the 2016 election

Evan Beard, National Art
Services Executive at U.S. Trust

and possible tax outcomes, it is likely that
income tax rates will be reduced, and that
the estate tax will be at least temporarily
repealed, which will affect the tax costs of
the planning options available to collectors.
What three elements of planning would
you suggest engaging in to begin the
process of guiding the distribution of
valuable personal assets—to children, to
museums, or other institutions?
[Ramsay Slugg] The most important
question in the planning process is whether
the collector’s family shares the same
passion for the collection as does the
collector. As often as not, they don’t; so
elaborate wealth transfer plans will not
make sense in that situation. If some, but
less than all, of the family do share that
passion, then some kind of mechanism of
equalizing distributions should be discussed.
If none of the family shares the passion,
then a sale or a contribution to a museum,
or other charitable institution with an art
related mission, should be explored. Selling
art during a lifetime is quite expensive from
a tax perspective, so if a sale is planned, it
should perhaps take place at death to reduce
the overall (income and estate) tax bill.
For those who decide to donate to charity,
then the sooner the better from a tax point
of view, though it does mean relinquishing
possession of the art. No matter the ultimate
disposition, the sooner the conversation
starts, the better the outcome.
For additional information, please contact
U. S. Trust’s Dan Thompson | 302.416.3420
daniel.f.thompson@ustrust.com

FREEMAN’S TRUSTS & ESTATES
Amy Parenti | +1 267.414.1223
aparenti@freemansauction.com
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Samuel T. Freeman III | +1 267.414.1222
sfreeman@freemansauction.com

Matthew S. Wilcox | +1 215.940.9825
mwilcox@freemansauction.com

Why are you/your clients buying art?
Collectors
2016

6% 22%

Investment
purpose

72%

Collecting
purpose

Collectors
2014

3% 21%

Art Professionals
2016

4% 17%

79%

Art Professionals
2014

9% 10%

81%

76%

Collecting
purpose but
with an
investment
view

Source: Deloitte Luxembourg & ArtTactic Art & Finance Report 2016

China 19%

Others 5%
US 43%

Italy 1%
Spain 1%
Switzerland 2%

2015 Global
Art Market Share

Germany 2%

by Value

France 6%

© Arts Economics 2016

UK 21%
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“

You’ve shown me your masterpieces,
now show me your fakes.
–Henry Francis du Pont to a fellow collector

”

Questions about authenticity of art and antiques capture headlines around the world. This
captivating exhibition explores forgeries and counterfeit objects of all types—from art to wine
to fashion—prompting us to ask, “Do we see what we think we see?” Discover how experts
answer the question, “Is it real or fake?”

Treasures

TRIAL

ON

ON

The Art and Science of

DETECTING FAKES

APRIL 1, 2017–JANUARY 7, 2018 • WINTERTHUR GALLERIES
Presented by

Funded in part by

John Myatt’s copy of Oleanders, after Vincent Van Gogh, 2012. Mixed media on canvas. Courtesy of Washington Green Fine Art.

WINTERTHUR MUSEUM, GARDEN & LIBRARY • 800.448.3883 • winterthur.org/treasuresontrial

Regional News: Boston & Wayne
Folk Art “Find” on the North Shore
The lives of itinerant portrait painters are often shrouded in mystery, and Zedekiah Belknap’s
is no exception. Basic details of his life are known (born 1781 in Auburn Massachusetts;
graduated from Dartmouth College; married and childless), but why he began a forty-year
sojourn throughout New England, chronicling middle class families as a self-taught painter, is
not known. For traveling artists, time was of the essence and their economy of brushstrokes
create a kind of visual shorthand and signature style for each painter. Belknap’s vocabulary
of color and motifs are unmistakable in his portrait of Boy with a Lamb, depicting one side of
the nose, heavy reddish shadowing, sharp prominent eyes, and flat ears. Offered in Freeman’s
April 26 Americana sale, this treasure is untouched, in its original condition, and had gone
unrecognized in a collection for the last half-century. Mysteries aside, thankfully, more than 150
works by Belknap survive and open a window into the life of the painter and his subjects alike.
Great works of art can often hide in plain sight. To reveal the mysteries in your collection—from
complimentary verbal estimates to written appraisals for all purposes—Freeman’s Boston office
is happy to assist you.
ZEDEKIAH BELKNAP (1781-1858)
BOY WITH A LAMB
Oil on canvas, unsigned
circa 1839
$20,000-30,000 (£16,000-24,000)

Kelly Wright | +1 617.367.3400
kwright@freemansauction.com

From the Ancient to the Contemporary
Traditional Chinese Art and PAFA on the Main Line
This spring, Freeman’s will feature several exhibitions and events in Wayne which are certain
to be of interest for collectors and art enthusiasts alike. Along with highlights from Freeman’s
forthcoming April Asian Arts sale in Philadelphia, our Wayne office will present The Art of
GuoHua: An Expression of Traditional Chinese Brush Painting & Calligraphy in February. This
selling exhibition will illustrate these time-honored traditional styles of Chinese art. The earliest
GuoHua art can be traced to 200 AD, and the same methods and materials are still applied to
this practice today. Two correlating lectures on The Life of Chinese Calligraphy (February 9)
and The Legacy of Chinese Ink Brush Painting (February 23), both led by artist and educator,
Huangxin “Derek” Wang, will also be presented.
The Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts (PAFA) will present Intimate Dwellings, an exhibition
of new paintings by two of its recent MFA graduates, Sean Hildreth and Marcelle Reinecke.
Both artists explore the psychological and physical spaces of domestic life. Hildreth reveals
hidden treasures in the decor and architecture of his family’s home, while Reinecke explores the
shadows lurking under the covers and the relationships within. Artwork in the exhibition is for
sale and a portion of the proceeds will benefit PAFA.

SEAN HILDRETH
Curb Appeal
54 x 48 inches, oil on canvas
2016

Lisa DiCarlo | +1 267.254.9700
ldicarlo@freemansauction.com
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Regional News: Richmond
The Richmond VA office of Freeman’s, under the direction of Colin Clarke, Vice President, is
home base for an expanding reach into the Southeast US. Colin is supported by his experienced
team of art professionals including Debra Clarke, Director of Marketing, Holen Miles Lewis,
Director Business Development and Trusts & Estates, Southeast, and Emilia Penney, ISA and
AAA Appraiser.
The Southeast team continues to source major consignments from across the region, including,
for the fall auction season, an exceptional collection of Asian Decorative Arts from a private
Florida collector—and the Richmond Collections, a single-owner sale of European furniture,
decorative arts, silver and jewelry from the Richmond retail institutions of Bachrach’s Jewelers
and Mariah Robinson Antiques.
Vice Chairman Alasdair Nichol entertains a full crowd at
The Country Club of Virginia with Tales from the Auction
Floor.

A commitment to the local business community is a focus for the Richmond office culminating
this past season in a number of events, sponsorships and lectures on the global art market to
high net-worth clients, fiduciaries and institutions such as The VMFA, The Virginia Historical
Society and The Trust Company of Virginia.
In November, the Southeast team was pleased to partner with The Country Club of Virginia on
a special event for its members. During the cocktail hour, Freeman’s presented their popular
“What’s it Worth” event in which club members were asked to “guesstimate” the value of
an assortment of highlights from upcoming auctions. Winners were treated to a bottle of
champagne and a year’s catalogue subscription. To round out the evening, Alasdair Nichol gave
his “Tales from the Auction Floor” talk at the end of an elegant seated dinner. It proved to be
a lively and memorable evening for all and introduced Freeman’s to a new group of potential
bidders and consignors.
Ms. Lewis continues her involvement with the Trusts & Estates community by sponsoring and
attending the prestigious Douglas W. Conner Advanced Estate Planning Seminar in May at The
Homestead for the fourth year in a row. It was also her pleasure to serve as auctioneer for two
major charity events in April and May, for St. Anne’s Belfield School and the Virginia Center
for the Creative Arts respectively. In September, she plans to roll-out a lecture for financial
planners that are seeking CFP credits. She will also be presenting on the global art market at
various Estate Planning Council meetings throughout the region. Be sure to visit the Southeast
location page on our website for offerings near you.
Emilia Penney, USPAP certified appraiser, has proven to be an indispensable addition to the
southeast team. In addition to her regular appraisal duties, Emilia was solely responsible for
cataloguing and producing the 450 lot “Richmond Collections” Sale. She was selected to the
“40 Under Forty” Historic Richmond board and became a board member of the Valentine
Museum - dedicated to preserving the rich history of the capital city of Richmond. Despite this
busy schedule Emilia still had time for an extensive lecture season, traveling from Williamsburg
to Suffolk for the Virginia Museum of Fine Arts on such topics as “Researching Your Collection”
and “Furnishings of an 18th and 19th Early American Home.”
As always, the team looks forward to their ongoing engagement with The VMFA, The
Montpelier Hunt Races, The Virginia Historical Society, and The Cathedral Antiques Show
as well as with many other private groups throughout the region. For more information visit
www.freemansauction.com/southeast.
Colin Clarke | +1 434.409.4549
cclarke@freemansauction.com
Emilia Penney | +1 804.938.8221
epenney@freemansauction.com
Holen Miles Lewis | +1 434.409.0114
hlewis@freemansauction.com
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Regional News: New York & Los Angeles
Your Neighbors in New York City
Freeman’s is delighted to announce that several preview exhibitions will be traveling to
Manhattan this season. There will be highlights from our Jewelry auction (p. 46–47) in April,
and in May, an exhibition of selected works from the collection of Stanley Bard (p. 41–43),
long-time manager of New York’s famed Chelsea Hotel.
Freeman’s can happily boast of a dedicated team of specialists in New York City. Alasdair
Nichol, Vice Chairman and Head of Fine Arts, specializes in American Art and has maintained
ongoing relationships with collectors and institutions throughout New York. Nicholas Nicholson,
Senior Vice President and Division Head of British & European Furniture & Decorative Arts,
has developed important relationships across New York City over the past twenty years
and is actively seeking consignments for his upcoming auctions. Virginia Salem, our Senior
International Jewelry Specialist, has been working with precious gemstones in Manhattan for
many years and travels frequently to the UK, Europe and Asia. Amy Parenti, who heads our
Trusts and Estates Department and resides just outside the city, regularly meets with attorneys
and executors regarding a variety of estate services.
Traveling Exhibitions
Jewelry
Yale Club
April 24 & 25
By appointment
The Stanley Bard Collection
Rogue Space, Chelsea
May 3–6

Each specialist brings with them decades of experience in the global art market. We invite you
to contact your welcoming Freeman’s neighbors should you have any interest in our upcoming
auctions or appraisal services.

American Art
Alasdair Nichol | +1 267.414.1211
anichol@freemansauction.com

Jewelry
Virginia Salem | +1 267.414.1233
vsalem@freemansauction.com

Furniture & Decorative Arts
Nicholas B.A. Nicholson | +1 267.414.1212
nnicholson@freemansauction.com

Trusts & Estates
Amy Parenti | +1 267.414.1223
aparenti@freemansauction.com

Expertise on the West Coast
Freeman’s West Coast office continues to provide great service and complimentary valuations at
its Beverly Hills location. We are pleased to announce our upcoming Jewelry auction (p. 46–47)
preview in April that will feature diamond earrings, engagement rings, and designer pieces. In
addition, Freeman’s will host a select preview of postwar and contemporary works from the
Stanley Bard Collection (p. 41–43). Details of the exhibitions, along with information about
making an appointment for viewing, will be announced online at www.freemansauction.com.
Clients with questions about consigning or evaluating their fine art, antiques and jewelry, should
contact Freeman’s specialist, Michael Larsen. With the help of our international team of experts,
we can provide verbal auction valuations for single items or entire collections, as well as formal
written appraisals for estate tax and planning, charitable donations, gift tax, and insurance.
Freeman’s West Coast headquarters offers auction services to California, New Mexico, Arizona,
Nevada, Oregon, and Washington, and also hosts specific city appraising events in Los Angeles,
San Diego, Palm Springs, and Santa Barbara.

These rings and other highlights from the May 17 Jewelry
auction will be on view in our Beverly Hills location. We
invite you to make an appointment.

Michael Larsen | +1 818.205.3608
mlarsen@freemansauction.com
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Regional News: Glasgow
Do you own an auction highlight?
Monthly Valuation Events
Care to learn more about an object in your collection? Our specialists have the experience and
knowledge to provide valuations and appraisals on antiques, furnishings, paintings, jewellery,
silver, handbags, works of art and more. Our Glasgow office, located at 182 Bath Street, holds
no-obligation valuation days for each department on a monthly basis, or check our website to
see when we’ll be in your area: www.lyonandturnbull.com.
Glasgow Valuation Day Schedule
1st Tuesday of every month: Paintings, Drawings & Prints
1st Thursday of every month: Antiques & Works of Art
2nd Tuesday of every month: Asian Works of Art
3rd Tuesday of every month: Books, Manuscripts, Maps & Photographs
4th Tuesday of every month: Jewellery, Silver, Watches & Handbags
James McNaught | +44(0)141 333 1992
glasgow@lyonandturnbull.com

A Partnership with The Willow Tea Rooms Trust
Lyon and Turnbull’s Glasgow office was delighted to sponsor The Willow Tea Rooms Trust
in 2016 and we all turned out for the grand unveiling of the start of the works on December
13. The Trust was established in 2014 as a charity with the aim of acquiring Miss Cranston’s
Tea Rooms at 217 Sauchiehall Street, Glasgow. This historic building, designed by Charles
Rennie Mackintosh in 1903, is of great significance to Scotland’s design heritage; the building,
the arrangement of the internal spaces, and even the designs for the furniture and fittings are
of international importance. The building is now owned by the Trust and their objective is to
restore it to Mackintosh’s 1903 design and ensure its preservation for subsequent generations.
To support the trust or to find out more contact them at info@willowtearoomstrust.org or visit
the website at www.willowtearoomstrust.org

Celia Sinclair, chair of the Willow Tearooms Trust and Frank
McAveety, Leader of Glasgow City Council, unveiling the
start of building works on December 13, 2016.

a festival of silver & gold in Scotland
this November www.elementsfestival.co.uk
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PENN MEDICINE

A BENEFIT FOR

THE PHILADELPHIA
ANTIQUES ART SHOW
APRIL 21-23, 2017

&

®

W

PREVIEW PARTY APRIL 20th

A nt iqu e s D e A l er s & G A l l er i e s
Arader Galleries
Avery Galleries
Diana H. Bittel Antiques
Philip H. Bradley Co.
Jeff R. Bridgman American Antiques, LLC
Marcy Burns American Indian Arts LLC
Ralph M. Chait Galleries, Inc.
H.L. Chalfant American Fine Art & Antiques
John Chaski Antiques
Charles Clark
Clarke Gallery
Philip Colleck, Ltd.
The Cooley Gallery
Dolan/Maxwell
Peter H. Eaton
M. Finkel & Daughter
Gemini Antiques Ltd.
Georgian Manor Antiques
James and Nancy Glazer
Samuel Herrup Antiques

Hill-Stone Incorporated
Stephen & Carol Huber
Imperial Fine Books & Oriental Art
Barbara Israel Garden Antiques
Christopher H. Jones
James M. Kilvington, Inc.
Joe Kindig Antiques
Kelly Kinzle
Greg K. Kramer & Co.
Betty Krulik Fine Art, Ltd.
Polly Latham Asian Art
Bernard & S. Dean Levy, Inc.
Nathan Liverant and Son, LLC
Mellin’s Antiques
Lillian Nassau LLC
Olde Hope Antiques, Inc.
Peter Pap Oriental Rugs, Inc.
The Philadelphia Print Shop, Ltd.
Steven S. Powers
James L. Price

Sumpter Priddy III, Inc.
Francis J. Purcell, Inc.
Christopher T. Rebollo Antiques
James Robinson, Inc.
David A. Schorsch ~ Eileen M. Smiles
Schwarz Gallery
S. J. Shrubsole, Corp.
Elle Shushan
Elliott & Grace Snyder
Somerville Manning Gallery
Spencer Marks
Philip Suval, Inc.
Thistlethwaite Americana
Jayne Thompson Antiques
Jeffrey Tillou Antiques
Jonathan Trace
Earle D. Vandekar of Knightsbridge Inc.
William Vareika Fine Arts
Bette & Melvyn Wolf, Inc.

The Navy Yard | South Broad Street & Intrepid Avenue | Philadelphia, PA
215-573-2247 | www.philadelphiaantiquesandartshow.com | Antiques@Upenn.edu
Show managed by DiSaia & Bittel
PRESENTING SPONSOR

PRESENTING SPONSOR

PREVIEW PARTY SPONSOR

Telephone: +44 (0)131 557 8844 www.lyonandturnbull.com
PICTURES, WATERCOLOURS & PRINTS

ASIAN WORKS OF ART

EUROPEAN CERAMICS & GLASS

Nick Curnow
nick.curnow@lyonandturnbull.com

Lee Young
lee.young@lyonandturnbull.com

Douglas Girton
douglas.girton@lyonandturnbull.com

Charlotte Riordan
charlotte.riordan@lyonandturnbull.com

Ling Zhu
ling.zhu@lyonandturnbull.com

Campbell Armour
campbell.armour@lyonandturnbull.com

Iain Gale
iain.gale@lyonandturnbull.com

Danielle Beilby
danielle.beilby@lyonandturnbull.com

ARMS & ARMOUR

Carly Shearer
carly.shearer@lyonandturnbull.com

RUGS & CARPETS

Colin Fraser (consultant)
colin.fraser@lyonandturnbull.com

FURNITURE, CLOCKS & WORKS OF ART

Gavin Strang
gavin.strang@lyonandturnbull.com

John Batty (consultant)
john.batty@lyonandturnbull.com

Douglas Girton
douglas.girton@lyonandturnbull.com

OLD MASTERS

John Mackie
john.mackie@lyonandturnbull.com

Nick Curnow
nick.curnow@lyonandturnbull.com

RARE BOOKS, MAPS,
MANUSCRIPTS & PHOTOGRAPHS

Theodora Burrell
theo.burrell@lyonandturnbull.com

JEWELLERY

SILVER, COINS & MEDALS

Trevor Kyle
trevor.kyle@lyonandturnbull.com

Trevor Kyle
trevor.kyle@lyonandturnbull.com

Ruth Davis
ruth.davis@lyonandturnbull.com

Ruth Davis
ruth.davis@lyonandturnbull.com

Kier Mulholland
kier.mulholland@lyonandturnbull.com

Colin Fraser (consultant)
colin.fraser@lyonandturnbull.com

DECORATIVE ARTS & DESIGN

Simon Vickers
simon.vickers@lyonandturnbull.com
Cathy Marsden
cathy.marsden@lyonandturnbull.com
ENQUIRIES & COMMISSION BIDS
Tel. +44 (0)131 557 8844
Fax. +44 (0)131 557 8668
info@lyonandturnbull.com

John Mackie
john.mackie@lyonandturnbull.com
Theodora Burrell
theo.burrell@lyonandturnbull.com

Main Switchboard +1 215.563.9275 www.freemansauction.com
ASIAN ART

CLIENT SERVICES & BIDS

Benjamin A. Farina | +1 267.414.1219
bfarina@freemansauction.com

Mary Maguire Carroll +1 267.414.1236
mmaguire@freemansauction.com

AMERICAN FURNITURE, FOLK &
DECORATIVE ART

TRUSTS & ESTATES

EUROPEAN ART & OLD MASTERS
David Weiss +1 267.414.1214
dweiss@freemansauction.com

Lynda A Cain +1 267.414.1237
lcain@freemansauction.com

MODERN & CONTEMPORARY ART

BRITISH & EUROPEAN FURNITURE
& DECORATIVE ARTS

AMERICAN ART &
PENNSYLVANIA IMPRESSIONISTS
Alasdair Nichol +1 267.414.1211
anichol@freemansauction.com

Dunham Townend +1 267.414.1221
dtownend@freemansauction.com
Anne Henry +1 267.414.1220
ahenry@freemansauction.com
JEWELRY
Virginia Salem +1 267.414.1233
vsalem@freemansauction.com
WATCHES
Michael Larsen +1 267.414.1227
mlarsen@freemansauction.com
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Nicholas B.A. Nicholson +1 267.414.1212
nnicholson@freemansauction.com
RARE BOOKS, MAPS & MANUSCRIPTS
Benjamin Truesdale +1.267.414.1247
btruesdale@freemansauction.com
20TH CENTURY DESIGN
Tim Andreadis +1 267.414.1215
tandreadis@freemansauction.com

Amy Parenti +1 267.414.1223
aparenti@freemansauction.com
Samuel T. Freeman III +1 267.414.1222
sfreeman@freemansauction.com
Matthew S. Wilcox +1 215.940.9825
mwilcox@freemansauction.com
APPRAISALS
Amy Parenti +1 267.414.1223
aparenti@freemansauction.com
MUSEUM SERVICES
Thomas B. McCabe IV +1 267.414.1235
thomasmccabe@freemansauction.com
PRIVATE SALES
Thomas B. McCabe IV +1 267.414.1235
thomasmccabe@freemansauction.com

February

May
08	The Richmond Collections
Freeman’s | Philadelphia

04	Select Jewellery, Watches &
Handbags
Lyon & Turnbull | London

17	Books, Maps, and
Manuscripts
Freeman’s | Philadelphia

10	Fine Asian Works of Art
Lyon & Turnbull | London

22	Jewellery, Silver and
Watches
Lyon & Turnbull | Edinburgh

16	Modern & Contemporary
Freeman’s | Philadelphia
16	The Stanley Bard Collection
Freeman’s | Philadelphia

22	ESTATES at 1808
Freeman’s | Philadelphia

17	Rare Books, Manuscripts,
Maps & Photography
Lyon & Turnbull | Edinburgh

23	Textiles as Art | From the
Collection of Paul Reeves
Lyon & Turnbull | Edinburgh

17	Jewelry
Freeman’s | Philadelphia

March

24	British & European Paintings
Lyon & Turnbull | Edinburgh
25	British & European Furniture
& Decorative Arts
Freeman’s | Philadelphia

09	Art With An Old Bag |
Prince’s Trust Charity Auction
Lyon & Turnbull | Edinburgh
15	Contemporary &
Post-War Art
Lyon & Turnbull | Edinburgh
19	Craft + Design
Freeman’s | Philadelphia

June
04	American Art &
Pennsylvania Impressionists
Freeman’s | Philadelphia

22	Asian Works of Art
Lyon & Turnbull | Edinburgh

08	Scottish Paintings &
Sculpture
Lyon & Turnbull | Edinburgh

April

08	Watches of Distinction
Freeman’s | Philadelphia

05	Fine Furniture & Works of Art
Lyon & Turnbull | Edinburgh

12	European Art & Old Masters
Freeman’s | Philadelphia

06	1,000 Years of Collecting:
The Jeffrey M. Kaplan
Collection
Freeman’s | Philadelphia
07	Watches of Distinction
Freeman’s | Philadelphia
25	Asian Arts
Freeman’s | Philadelphia
26	Decorative Arts:
Design Since 1860
Lyon & Turnbull | Edinburgh
26	American Furniture, Folk &
Decorative Arts
Freeman’s | Philadelphia
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16	Books, Maps, and
Manuscripts
Freeman’s | Philadelphia

July
05	Fine Furniture &
Works of Art
Lyon & Turnbull | Edinburgh
19	Jewellery, Silver & Watches
Lyon & Turnbull | Edinburgh

Paul Cézanne. Madame Cézanne with Green Hat,
1891–1892. BF141. Image © 2017 The Barnes Foundation

Gambler. Fashionista. Secret.
get the full story
barnesfoundation.org | # meetyourmasterpiece
tours • talks • exhibitions • concerts • classes • free family programs

33 Broughton Place
Edinburgh EH1 3RR
Tel: +44 (0)131 557 8844

182 Bath Street
Glasgow G2 4HG
Tel: +44 (0)141 333 1992

78 Pall Mall
London SW1Y 5ES
Tel :+44 (0)20 7930 9115

www.lyonandturnbull.com email: info@lyonandturnbull.com

1808 Chestnut Street
Philadelphia PA 19103
Tel: +1 215.563.9275

9465 Wilshire Blvd
Beverly Hills CA 90212
Tel: +1 818.205.3608

503 W. Lancaster Avenue
Wayne PA 19087
Tel: +1 610.254.9700

45 School Street
Boston MA 02108
Tel: +1 617.367.3400

5401 Patterson Avenue
Richmond VA 23226
Tel: +1 434.409.0114

www.freemansauction.com email: info@freemansauction.com

Cover:
SIR GEORGE JAMES FRAMPTON
(1860-1928)
PETER PAN
£25,000-35,000 ($31,250-43,750)

